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ABSTRACT

This study was motivated by the perceived need for appropriate staff

development programs for special education teachers in educational computing by

one major school board which was curre,ntly implementing Computer Assisted

Instruction in all of its schools. The school board administration was concerned

ahout the use being made of the computers placed in its schools and with teachers'

perceptions of need, attitudes and current con...-erns. During the time period from

19K6 to 1990, a variety of slaff development activities were ongoing.

Number of computers. location, presence of educational software, years

experience (If the teachers, availability of a software guide, and amount of time being

spent using computers were factors investigated. The study examined the concerns

of the special education teachers of one major school board and compared the High

Schools, where computers have been in place for at least 5 years, to the Grade

Schools (primary, elementary and "mior high), where C'1mputcrs have been placed

only (lver the past 3 years. The results were analyzed to determir.e if differences

were apparent in 'level of use' and 'stages of concern' with this innovation 

microcomputers.

Subjects for this study were the special education teachers of 38 schools

in one major school board. Data were received from 29 schools, Le., approximately

76% of the sample.

The data were gathered in January of 1987 and a preliminary analysis

carried out over the nexl two months. A follow-up study was conducted in the spring



of the 1989-90 school year.

Most teachers had their highest level of conccrn on the area uf 'liitaff

deve~opment' with the 'availabiliry of S\"lrtware' ranking 5e..-ond. lbis indiClllclii thaI

teachers require more information of a specific nature about the available surtw:IfC

for Computer Assisted Instruction. what its C"dpabililies arc. and de.~ire to know how

teachers' roles will be affected by the introduction of this technology.

Thc', concerns of teachers in schools where a computer r.)om existell

were notably different from the concern!'i of teacheT!'i in th~ schouls where

accessibility to only I computer 'ar to a few computers exisleu. Especially notahle

was the difference in the amount of time that High School teachers. who had access

10 a computer room comaining at least 10 compulers. spent on Computer Assisted

Instruction compared to the grade school group of teachers who pU!'iscs."ed far fewer

than 10 computers.

Significanl differences were found at the ·aw:m:nes....•arn..l·cnn.o;cquence·

stages of concern between high schools, where computers have been in exiJitence for

a longer period of time, and the grade schools where only 2 to 3 years of exposure

is the case. Teacher concerns in High Schools were found to he mUTe pronounced

in the 'consequence' and 'collabor:ttion' stages of concern while teachers in grade

schools rarely approached these stages of concern.
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CHAPTER I

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY

An Overview of the Introduction of Computer:; in~

Great progress has been made over the last 5 to 10 years in the

developmem of microcomputer technology and educationally appropriate software

which can facilitate the attentiveness and learning of exceptional children. Similarly,

public attitudes toward the exceptional population are changing and today it is widely

recognized by society that disabled and mentally-handiclJpped individuals eun h:lve

a productive role in society. It has taken time for the place of microcomputers and

electronic technology to be established in education, and it will take time for the

needs to be fully recognized and met (Cain & Taber, 1986).

The potential of this technology for innovation in special education may

not be realized if the implementation effort is notIKI.'>e(J on an important component

in the educational change process· the teacher. Stevens (1980) indicates tha,:

Before any educational change can be implemented
efficiently, the levels of expertise and attitudes of
educators must be determined prior to designing
preservice and inservice programs. (p. 222)

Hence, educational administrators can presume that, in order to increa.~e the

probability of the educational use of microcomputer technology, teachers' attitudes

and expertise must be assessed prior to the designing of staff development programs.

The potential impact of microcomputers on education ha., been

recognized at various levels. In the only study by the Newfoundland and Labrador

Department of Education (1985) researchers identified educators' needs for



information and called for the introduction of courses about microcomputers and the

use of computers as instructional tools. In 1985 and 1986, sever:l1 Newfoundland

school boards such as the Terra Nova Integrated School Board, the Avalon

Consolidated School Board, the Roman Catholic School Board for St.John's, and the

Burin Peninsula Integrated School Board recognized the importance of computer

education for th~ir students. They have budgeted expenditures for microcomputer

hardwurfl ~nd software acquisitions, primarily at the high school level, but also

including some thrust into the primary, elemenfary and junior high school levels. In

addition, parents of many school Parent T"acher Associations (PTAs) such as the

Roman CathOlic School Board for SI. John's have recognized the importance of

computer education for their children. They have responded by raising funds to

purchase cnmputers, educational software and peripheral devices for the computers.

The 1980's were years of recognition that an adoption of change was

inevitahle. Fullan (1982) made this observation in respect of computers and further

commented thatlhe 1990s would be years of essential implementation. He drew the

distinction between "adoption (a decision to accept chan>;e) and implementation (the

process of practising based on change)." SCGtt (1985) indicated the pressure of PTAs

on their schools and school boards 10 incorporate computer education in their

curricula. Scott (1985) also estimated that by the end of 1985·86, approximately 1366

microcomp~lIers would have been purchased for use in the schools of Newfoundland

nnd Lahrador.

The Organization for Educational Computing Development (DECO)



in 1988 pointed out the need for the revitalization of education in its statement. "the

potential has not been realized to dale in most schools in countrie.'i where

microromputers are now relatively commonplace". They :tatc funher that 5Uch

revitalization should involve. for example, "the implementation of laptop computers

into daily education as an essential support of curriculum and learning experiences".

Nuccio (1989-90, p. 279) noted in a reeem issue of the USA Today newspaper that

there has been an "explosive crowth of microcomputers in the nation's das.~ronms

from slightly more than 15% at the beginning of the decade to nearly 95% tnday·,

and that "perhaps a more telling statistic is the reduction of the student-per-compuler

ratio from nearly 125:1 to 32:1 during the past five years", These numbers indicate

the growing presenee of computer technology as part of the everyday materials for

teachers to deliver instruction.

In a brief statemem of the current role of boards and departmenl'i of

education, Downes (1990) of the University of Western Sydney. :.ustralia givc.'i

examples of the emphasis being placed on computer education by various slUtC.'i

through funding programs which involve hardware purchase. curriculum development.

and teacher inservice. She states:

There is currently in Australia much debate about the
significant challenges facing Australian Education as it
moves imo the 21st Century. One thing that is gencmlly
agreed. however, by all parties concerned is that teachers
and students should be usir.S :omputers in schools. In
fact, significant financial commitments toward putting
computers in both primary and secondary schools have
been made at various times in the last ten years by both
national and state governments, and school communities.
For example, the New South Wales government is



currently spending over $50 million dollars on a
programme of hardware and software purchase, and
professional and curriculum development. (p.430)

In an additional Australian study by Fitzgerald, Hattie, and Hughes

(1986) they estimated that, ~in late 1985, there were thirty-five thousand

microcomputers in Australia's ten thousand schools, with 98% of secondary schools

and 57% of primary schools having at least one computer". This contrasted with the

total of one or two mainframe computers in the early seventies. The sharp increase

in numbers has coincided with various state and national Computer Education

Programs designed to deal with a number of significant issues induding the place of

computers in teaching and learning (CSC, 1984). This program addressed teacher

inscrvice as a major priority.

A comment on the reactions of Westernized educational systems to the

innovations in computer technology is made by Kennett (1990):

Numerous reports and .<.tnltegies for revitalizing
education have been given prominence in the 19805.
Likewise, much has been wriuen about the importance
of computers in education. A new era of constructive
aclion and revitalizing strategies to ensure quality
education in schools within Westernized educational
systems (e.g., Carnegie Forum, 1986; Scott Report, 1989)
has coincided with new developments and educational
innovations in computer technology. Computers, like
numerus reports and commissions on education. have
been around for the past decade or so; the difference is
that as the 19905 begin, the notion of voluntary adoption
has been replaced by a compulsion to change,
implement, adapt and ensure improvements that
demonstrate and signify higher quality education,
including increased computer competence. (p.403)

In summary, Kennett states that ~the 1980s have been a decade of adoption accepting



change, with reactions often demonstraling rear-vision thinking" (p. 430). "The

process to a better educational product will rest upon an examination of what is (the

acceptance of a finite resour. c allocation), on what hm. to be (the implementation

of quality education), and solutions that do things smarter, fasler and with more fUll."

These pressures for change are causing decision makers in the

educational system to effcct policies regarding the purchase of more computers and

for their implementation in instructional activities. Government and communities

expeet to find computers being used in schools with the general rhetoric covering

computer awareness, teaching and learning with computers, the study of computers

(in separate courses in secondary schools) and the use of computers in scholll

administration (Downes, 1990).

The question aries, thereforc, "Do teachers havc the attitude and skills

necessary to use microcomputers effectively in education?" The results nf a

Canadian survey by Scott (1985) indicatcs that, in Canada, 37% of teachers had

introductory training on computer use in education, while in the province of

Newfoundland and Labrador, only 14% had such training. In a report to the

Minister of Education b) the Computer Advisory Committee (Newfoundland and

Labrador Deparlment of Education, 1985) the need for teacher education in

microcomputer applications was addressed in recommendation 13 which stated: "An

inservice training program in computer Iileracy be made available to all educational 

personnel in the school system of the province" (p. 14). The committee ulso

recommended thal "inservice programs relating to specific applications of computers



to education be developed and made available throughout the province- (p. 15).

Teacher Educatjon In the Us or MiclJlromOulU'

As of 1986-81, there existed at Memorial University of Newfoundland

one education course, L6480, for the preparation of leachers for use of lhe

microcomputer atld several courses (Ed. 3801, 3802, 4164 {HJ, 4168) that included

components that addressed microcomputers. In addition, various instructors such as

Drs. G. Fiuard, B. Spain, and M. Glassman, within the Faculty of Education, and

Dr. W. Nesbit. Mrs. J. Green and Mrs. B. Hopkins, of the Special Education Faculty

have provided their expertise within the University for the training of teachers in the

area of educational computing. Several special education courses containing a

computer education component are Ed 3630. 3650, 4530, 4540. While instructional

computer facilities nt MUN forleachingComput~rAs..5iSled Instruction to full c1a!SC5

of teachers were limited in quantity and type of computers and in software variety

al the time of conducting this survey, various resource staff were invited to guest

lecture to students by many University professors. Various schools boards such as

Avalon Consolidated and Roman Catholic School Boards within the St. .Iohn's area,

the NTA, and the Department of Education have had some instructional facilities

and programs in place as well since 1985, although these were mostly introductory

workshops aimed at familiarization with the operation of microcomputer hardware

and such uses as word processing and database handling. Throughout the recent

years leading up to this study, the availability of courses specific to instructing

teachers in computer competencies were short in supply at the undergraduate level.



It is expected that this will be a possible factor affecting teacher attitudes and

knowledge about corr:._uters.

In light of the report by Collis & Muir (19a6) that only JK% of

educational faculties in Canada have made a computer course a requirement for

graduation, it appears that the present need for such teacher eduC"oltion can be mct

only through post-graduate courses and/or inservice education.

Throughout the development of school hoard inservice activities related

to the use of microcomputer technology, the key areas of concern for study have

been: 1) increasing computer expertise, 2) determining computer applications, 3)

assessing teacher attitudes and concerns, 4) monitoring the stages of computer usc

in education, and 5) developing models for Computer As...isted Instruction (CAl).

Teachers' concerns have been studied at the level of a school system by Cicchelli &.

Braecher (1985) and Wedman (1986). Cicchelli and Braecher comment on the need

for teacher input into the planning and preparation for the intrtx.luction of

microcomputers into the classroom environment They state:

Unless the real concerns of teachers are seriously and
systematically considered as a critical variable in the
process of change, the use of computers will take on the
usual ·hit and miss· orientation so typical of innovations
that we educators effectuate. For innovations to be
successfully implemented, attention must be given to the
involvement of individuals in the change proces..... for
change will occur only when individuals changc (p.56).

The school board involved in this study had alrcady in place policic....

programs and personnel for developing the use of microcomputer technology, and



had already begun to conduct preliminary surveys of teacher attitude. availability of

computers, and types of computers and software present in its schools. Inservice

program.~ had been provided to high school Computer Studies teachers. Mathematics

teachers and most Special Education teachers over a two·year period from 1983 to

1985. The board was now interested in determining its teachers' computer expertise,

current attitudes and concerns, the extent of use of computers within the inserviced

areas, and the effectiveness of its inservice programs.

In ~ummary, it appears that in order to kecp pace with the rest of

Canada, and indeed with the educational thrusts of other countries worldwide,

massive staff development activities will be required to provide the kn'lwledge

necessary for successful implementation of microcomputer technology into the

schools. This will require a comprehensive strategy for such action, including such

activities as continuous assessment of inservice programs, an important focus of which

will have to be the concerns of teachers. Prior to addressing the future directions,

it is necessary to determine the present status of microcomputer use and teacher

PumOS!! or the Study

Because each individual has I iifferent classroom situations. and each

person has students with different needs, teachers' concerns will be different. In

"thieving instructional goals and objectives, each teacher will respond to the demands

of his or her own way using those means and actions which are at his or her disposal

to reach the prescribed ends. The purpose of this study was to attempt to determine



what factors affect a teacher's decision.c; to use or not use microcomputers in reaching

the educational goals and objectives set out for each special edUC-.ltion student. Its

aim was also to broaden knowledge about the individual groupsoftcachers for whom

inservice programs in the immediate future were to be designed.

1be study of a target group of special eduC'dtors within this school

board was chosen because of a major thrust by this board into the use of Computer

Assisted Instruction for special education students, Its aim was also to hmaden

knowledge about the individual teachers for whom in::;crvice program::; in the

immediate fUlure were to be designed. The size of the special education teacher

group and the range of their services is quite broad in itself, without anempting ill

this study to address the needs and concerns of all the other groups of teachers

receiving inservice within this school board. The special education profe.'Sionals

deliver program.. to such student groups as the cerebral palsied and the physically

handicapped, the hearing impaired, the profoundly mentally handicapped. the

multiply handicapped, students, the learning disabletl. and regular remedial students

receiving special education in one or more subject areas, ;lnd junior and senior work

experience (Le., cooperative education) students who can benefit from knowledge of

computer applications such as word processing, data basing and inventory control,

and computer assisted design (CAD-Key) to today's husiness world.

In the present study, an attempt was made to determine the concerns

or special education teachers in one major school board of the province of

Newfoundland and Labrador regarding their use of microcomputers in eduC"dtion.
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Knowledge of such concerns was important in their planning and designing of both

program developmelll at the curriculum level and for staff development. These areas

of concern were to be analyzed, along with data about current levels of use of

microcomputers, to ascertain what factors appear to most profoundly influence

teachers's decisions in this regard.

The specific questions this study attempted to answer are outlined in

Chapler II.

Description or the Study

Through most of the seventies and early eighties the rationale for

introducing computers into schools related to the need for computer literacy. More

recently the emphasis has shifted towards the need to 'improve' education but the

significant challenge is still perceived to be the provision of hardware and software

(Downes, 1990, p. 431). In a report of the 1984-86 national Computer Education

Programme, Bigum, et aI., (1987) note that, while real changes have occurred in

policy and in practice, most changes to date have been 'technology' driven with little

attention being paid to classroom implementation. A new medium was being tried

out for its own sake with the problems to be solved taking second place to the actual

use of the equipment. They ronc1ude that greater importance needs to be attached

to the design of the program or accompanying materials than that which is attached

to the equipment used. They contend that real improvement will not occur until we

redefine the challenge in terms of the grounding of current and future classroom

practise in theories of teaching and learning (Bigum, et aI., 1987).



II

The focus of the present study is on determining the penetration and

level of use of microcomputer technology and teacher concerns in the area of sped"l

education as related to their use of the technology and of inservice activities di ...ectcd

toward them. The factors investigated which were considered to affect teacher usage

of computers included the types of students taught, types of computers available

locally, accessibility orlhe technology, availability of educational software for various

subject areas, and the need for, or availability of a guide book describing the use of

software programs in the curriculum. Other factors investigated were the level uf

support services, the level of computer literacy, ami the present stage of concern

regarding the use of this new technology (based on the Concermi-Based Atloption

Model). The responses of two distinct groups of teachers, high school anti gracJe

school, were analyzed 10 see if any cJifferences hctween their levels of usage ancJ

concern were immediately evident, and to determine if a change had uccurred over

the two year time frame of this stucJy.

The population for this study were all special ecJucation teachers in one

major school board of the province of NewfouncJland and Lahradur during the school

year 1986-87. Thirty-eight schools were involved giving a sample of 125 special

education units anti 138 special educational personnel. This study was replicated in

the Fall of 1989 and the data compared with the previous study,

Data were gathered for the study hy means of a questionnaire survey

which used a self-administered instrument. Each school in the sample wa.~ sent a

questionnaire (Appendix A) that allempted to determine the concerns, <lltitude, amJ
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use regarding microcomputers in special education. The Survey instrument consisted

of two sections; the firs!, a collection of data about the special education unit, and

a second, which gathered data about the respondents and their use of and perceived

need for computers in special education. The data collected were used to answer the

questions posed by this study.

Um!tat!gDs of th! Study

The results of data gathered in this survey are limited in the following

ways:

(1) The sample chosen consisted of teachers from one major school board and

the results can only be generalized to that population.

(2) The completion of questionnaires by collaboration may result in some

influence on the datu. that could have been avoided by completing them

individually.

(3) The return of completed questionnaires through the school board mail, to an

immediate supervisor, the principal, and then on to the board coordinator may

have influenced the responses given by teachers. Despite an attempt to

overcome this potential bias by providing envelopes in which 10 seal the

completed instrument, some responses may reflect Ihis influence.

In Chapter II of this report, a review is made of the literature relating

to the use of microcomputers in special education. The literature review
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concentrated on those educational uses which were instructional and/or oriented

towaros c:ommunication. One model of use. Computer Assisted In.c;truetion (CAl),

will be described in detail since it forms the conceptual basis for the assessment hy

teachers for the predominant use of cornpUler technology. Some dc.scripHon will t"...::

given to the use of computers for simulation, word proce.\.'iing, data prOtts.c;ing.

scheduling and administration, and in the area of augmenullive communication (ur

communication-impaired individuals.

The specifics of the design of the study will constitute Chapler III with

a description of the sampling procedures, the instrumentatiun, and the questions to

be answered together with a description of the analysis ttl he performed on the dOila

to answer each question,

In Chapler IV. the results of this investigation are tlcscrihcd on a

question·by-question basis.

In Chapter V, a summary of the study and a discussion of the resulu

will follow. This chapter will conclude with some recommendations ha.~.1 upon the

results and the implications of the same.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF mE LITERATURE

This review of the literature will examine the research on the

educational use of microcomputers and on the pr('~ess of change and its implications

for this study. A major portion of this chapter is a detailed description of the

findings of research and of one model of computer use, Computer Assisted

Instruction (CAl). The chapter will focus on research of teacher concerns about staff

developmem and the use of microcomputers in the schools. The concluding sections

will include a review of the research on Hall's "Seven Stages of Concern" as they

relate to the Concerns-Based Adoption Model for the implementation of innovations

and on the implications of the model for this study.

The I I!erol SummaI)'

During the 1%0's, computer advocates were confident the computer

would become a teaching tool that would provide instruction in as efficient a manner

as trauilionul methods. The age of this new technology was heralded in, and with the

henefit of hindsight, resulted in the birth of a new era, the "Information Age"

(Anderson, 1983). The technology of the 1970's and 1980's has reduced the size and

expense of microcomputers relative to that of the 1960's (Pepper Wood Elementary

High School Report, 1986, pp.S-8),

In this report it is noted that today, computers are powerful, relatively

inexpensive, and readily available to schools. They have been used in classrooms for

14
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more than len years to provide instruction in a number of modes (e.g.• simulation,

drill and practice, as well as tutorials) (Blanchard. Mason, Daniel, 1987). The

microcomputer of the 1980's has through software development a wide mngc (If

features (e.g., voice symhesisand recognition, music, painting and design, plus linkage

with a great variety of peripheral devices such as telephones, printers and modified

keyboards). These peripherals add new and exciting possibilities for the educational

use of computers (Kinzer, 1986).

In order to develop an understanding of the role of computers in

society, students need to be exposed to the basic uses of a computer as a unln

processor, word processor, simulator, and for numerical analysis. The responsihility,

therefore, lies with the educational system to incorporate the wide range of uses of

computers into instruction in all applicable subject areas, and to teach programming,

where appropriate, so that students will be aware of all the possibilities f:ir computer

use (Graystone, 1983, in Hopkins, p. 37).

Coupled with the outside demand of the public for increased student

awareness of the uses of computers, is the pressure on our schools 10 keep up with

olher systems of education elsewhere in Canada and the world. The interest of

administrators and individual te;o.chers within Ihe schools is strong in this regard with

no schuol wanting to be the last to acquire microcomputers (Cain & Taher, 19RIi).

To buy a computer system and have it introduced into the schoo] is not

enough. There is also the need for purchasing high quality educational software ror

the computer. Some are more expensive than others, and all require extensive field
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testing in order to be selected as appropriate for individual student's needs. Over

a period of time it is expected that teachers, through increased computer literacy and

in-service training, will become selective and discriminating in their software

purchasing (Pickerson & Pritchard, 1981). This will improve the quality of the

educational experience which Computer Assisted Instruction will provide to the

students whom it is intended to serve.

Just as with other educational innovations, the teacher is the key to Ihe

success or failure of computers in eduC3.\.on. Some will not feel the need to know

about computers and others will feel that such knowledge is beyond their grasp.

Collis & Muir (1986) stale that in the wake of the rapid developments in the field

of Computer Assisted Instruction, many will feel hopelessly inadequate in their

abilities 10 keep up. The answer to these concerns is continuous retraining. Will

school boards recognize the critical needs and budget for teacher computer education

as well us purchase all the necessary software and hardware? Will it be left up to

th('. private sector, individual schools, or to individual teachers to attend university

courses in order to receive upgrading? These and many more questions become the

subject of study in current educational research (Anderson, 1983).

The success of the implementation of cor~lputer technology in education

will require not only decisions from the "top-down", but input and decisions at the

grass roots level of teaching professionals in the schools. Wallin (1983) warns that

the failure to involve teachers in the planning stages could lead to inefficiency and

waste of resources. There seems little doubt that computers, being versatile and
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powerful tools with a broad range of applications, will impact slTongly on education.

Computer companies have certainly already identified the schools as a market with

great potential for growth (Zigmond, Vallercosa, Silverman, 1983). Teachers mLlst

consequently become knowledgeable about computers anti software programs so that

they eRr, judge their capabilities and limitations, their use, and the value of computer

applications; otherwise teachers, and indeed the educational system, will have

surrendered control of education to outside social and technological pressure agents

(Zigmond, Val1ercosa, Silverman, 1983).

Computers and Special Education

In recent years, educational computing has undergone a period (If

expansion. Adams and Fuchs (1986) note that in the United States the numher of

microcomputers in classrooms went from about 300,000 in 1983 to ncarly 2,OOO,()(XI

by the end of 1986; and this increase was seen at all grade and subject levels. Their

research revealed that the percentage of increase in special education was even

higher. Special educators, it seems, are less resistant to new technologies that help

them reach children who do not learn in the usual ways. They point out that there

are even a number of new Individualized Educational Plan (lEP) Microcomputer

programs available, but caution that simply supplying computers to the school,

software to teachers, and courseware to students should not be equated with meeting

special needs or having a program (Adams & Fuchs, 1986). They also pUI forward

two strong opinions:
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that before yielding to the impulse to
purchase equipment and programs, we
must consider which special needs are best
dealt with by microcomputers, and

2. that staff development is the key
consideration. Teachers must be involved
in determining how computers
can best assist them, since they are the
ones who must put any program into
operation. Ideally, tcachers need some
training and knowledge about how things
will fit into the curriculum before large
numbers of computers arrive at the school.

The students for whom the computers are being provided must be

considered as well. Whether gifted or handicapped, Adams & Fuchs (1986) state

that children with special needs fall off the profile of how children learn; some are

capahle of extraordinarily high performance and are bored by the usual school

curriculum, while others require special services because of medical, intellectual,

physical, social and/or emotional disability and hence they will need special teaching

techniques if they are to access learning,

pescripJlon of Computer Assisted In5ln!!;tion

To instruct using the microcomputer implies that the content or

message of what is to be learned can be delivered by the computer in such a way that

it can be comprehended by the "learner-receiver", This implies that the process

whereby the learning takes place involves interaction between the learner-user and

the computer. The term most commonly used in describing this mode of instruction

is Computer Assisted Instruction (CAl),
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The following is a list of basic requirements for CAl as cited by Alper

& Holmberg, 1981; and Kulm, 1984:

a message - some content or information that has an intended
meaning.

2. a language - a symbol system that is shared by a user group; for
example, English, Blissymbolics, or B.A.S.Le.

3. a means of delivering the message - drawing, speaking, writing,
pointing to symbols, or using an electronic scanning device, etc.

4. a means of receiving the message - seeing, reading, listening,
etc., and comprehending.

It is important 10 note the varied paramelcn; of communication,

nonlinguistic and linguistic, non-written and written. and pictureli and animation

which are incorporated features of microcomputer software programs.

In order to be chosen for educational use, a suitahlc computcr

education system has to be extensive enough to support the CORE curriculum and

the broad range of educational objectives. These ohjectives are outlined in the

Curriculum Guidelines of the Department of Education for the Province of

Newfoundland and Labrador.

An Overview of Selerled CAl Appljcutions in Educption

It was nOI until the early 1960's that the first computer hased

educational programs had been developed at American colleges and universities

(Blanchard, Mason, and Day, 1987). These development projects were launched hy

partnerships among universities, the government, and computer manufacturers (e.g.,
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IBM System 1500 and Stanford University). The programs developed were mainly

for elementary and secondary education. They Tan on expensive mainframe, time

sharing computers. and unfortunately this approach did not spark enough widespread

public interest for continued support.

By the late 1960's. with the development of less expensive

microcomputers (versus mainframe computers), hundreds of microcomputers began

to get introduced into the schools of many developed countries. Aroused by greater

public interest, the numbers of computers in the American and some European

School systems began to increase by the thousands, and diverse computer

applications for education continued 10 grow. The early programs were designed for

use principally with drill and practice activities with few innovations. Over the next

10 years, into the 19705, much progress had been made in the refinement of drill and

practice programs, especially by companies such as the Computer Curriculum

Corporation and the Control Data Corporation - PLATO (Blanchard, Mason and

Day, 1987). These drill and practice programs provided valuable instructional

support for regular as well as special education teachers.

Microcomputers and software of the 1970s were developed further to

include tutorial features. These computer based instructional programs are called

tutorials because their algorithms make decisions about student performance; they

alter (branch) the program content, level, or rate. These computer decisions and the

accompanying adjustments in the program, increase the remedial focus of the

student's attention and thus increase the likelihood of student success in mastering
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the program content.

Computer applications also include such areas a.~ simulations,

information retrieval, word processing, telecommunications, and record keeping.

Simulation involves the generation of models of the real world to simulate reality,

and allow students and teachers to role play decisions without the consequences often

associated with the real world (danger, expense and time). Information C'J.n he

retrieved from sources such as libraries and on-line databa.~s. and correspondence

can be carried out using electronic mail. Many word processor packages are in

existence which enhance all aspects of language skills, inclUding prewriting,

composing, editing grammar, spelling and punctuation, and proofreading. Qlmputcr

telecommunications can provide access to information and/or correspondence via

telephone lines to anywhere in the worltl that an on-line selVice is provi<1ed.

Computers can ease most educational record keeping tasks by managing data such

as student files, class schedules, mark records, and can be used to record and manage

changes to instructional activities (such as a.~ignment outlines and quizzes).

Computer Technology and Us Specialized Uses

The development of alternative modes of education is always a

welcome breakthrough for exceptional students and educators. Until the 1970s. for

example, an exceptional student with physical handicaps such as cerebral palsy was

very limited in his/her methods of communication. Other children who either lacked

speech or exhibited severe speech disorders were limited to the usc of signing,

picture-boards or word-boards for communication. The acquisition of skills for self-
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expression hence became limited to the basic expression of needs and wants.

Professionals and parents feared that the learning potential of such disabled children

would not be maximized. and that the existing learning environments for their

children were not the least restrictive settings (Green & Hopkins, 1983). However,

the evidence is accumulating to indicate that the use ofelectronic and microcomputer

technology could have positive effects on the academic and psychological

development ofexceptional children (Vanderheiden et aI., 1982). Additional benefits

are also expected in social and emotional development as a result of the students'

improvements in communication abilities. Based on the resulls of research by

Vanderheiden et al. (1982) on the impact of augmentative communication modes,

including the use of microcomputer Blissymbolics, on the communication ability and

speech·language pathology of the cerebral palsied population it can be concluded

that teachers of C.P. and other communications disabled children must have a

thorough working knowledge of and training in the area related to microcomputers

and communication development (especially where speech is not the primary mode

of expression).

From the use of microcomputers for Augmentative Communication

with small groups of cerebral palsied children, the use has spread widely throughout

Brilain, the United States and parts of Canada; its use was estimated by Green &

Hopkins (1983) to be in the area of 28·30,000 in North America. To date,

researchers such as Enstrom (1990) at the Communication Resource Center (eRe)

of the Department of Human Services in New Jersey and Duganne & Glicksman
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(1990) at the Computer Access Center for People with Disabilities in Santa Monica.

California arc actively involved in research dealing with service delivery models and

progress in assistive technology for disabled students. BeTHs!, Borden, &

Vanderheiden (1989) point oul the importance of communication hetween diagnostic

clinicians and the families of users in the evaluation and selection process (ur

communication aids, In an effort to make information more readily available to

clinicians. parents and the users themselves. the Trace Research and Development

Center was developed in Wisconsin-Madison University, WI 53705, USA and is

accessible as a nationwide service delivery directory for rehahilitation technulogy.

A database also exists which contains information on all of the communicution.

control, and interface aids which are currently available (Vanderheiden, 1990). This

database. which will run on a standard desktop computer. provides pictures of the

products and actual high-fidelity recorded samples of voice synthesizers used in the

communication aids. The most recent version of the database has also been

extended to access by individuals with mild, moderate, and severe physical and visual

impairments, and hearing impairments. In addition. the database has been designed

in such a fashion th .... i it can be operated by individuals having a much lower

cognitive level than traditional databases.

The number of uses of microcomputer technology can be cxpccteu to

grow as further research studies are completeu and their findings reported.

Through the late 19705, innovative educational programs together with

researcb in cognition, language. and communication have emerged and evolved into
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new approaches for educating exceptional learners of many types and levels of

disability. There is a growing acceptance by many professionals • teachers,

psychologists and olhers - that learning is more than content, and Ihal alternative

modes anu 'e-s for leurning exist which can be used as tools for the benefit and

development of 11,,_ c:roup of students.

Grimes (1981) addresses the pedagogical issues of motivation,

instruction, and practice in promoting the learning of academic skills by handicapped

students. She states,

"'There are many advantages to using computers with
handicapped students; most learn through the incidental
learning process, however, handicapped students need
more formal instruction to learn even the basic skills
which other students take for granted: attending to and
learning new information, remembering new
information, learning new concepts, applying new
concepts, and transfer and generalization of learning to
new situations." (p. 4)

Grimes believes that the classroom use of microcomputers with

carefully chosen software programs can provide the structure, motivation, and added

practice that many handicapped and I~arning disabled students need in order to learn

academic skills.

In the study by Kleiman and Humphrey (1984) the authors state several

benefits of using microcomputers with mentally retarded students. Some of the

individuallearning needs which they meet are:

because of their lesser knowledge, these students can benefit
from the attention given in the 1 to 1 involvement with the
computer;
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2. the continuous, positive. and immediate feedhack and praise
provided by the computer give.~ the menially retarded student
a higher sense of self-esteem;

3. the game-like design of the early age-group software i~

motivating for the menially retarded student. and tends to keep
his/her attention on the materials being pre.'~en(ec.l;

4. l~se computer software programs can 'model char:J:eterislics of
real situation' which is uniquely suited 10 the discovery meth()lI
of learning needed by learning disabled children;

5. once the (Computer Assisted Instructional] lesson has neen
taught, the teacher, through the use of the software program,
can reprcsenllhe lesson at a laler date as a review of learning,
thus meeting the needs of learning disahled students for
'routine and repetitious practice'.

Further instructional advantages are cited by Alper & Holmherg (19M1)

for Computer Assisted Instruction in special cducation. They describe the ndvanlage

of the computer for 'simulating real-world activities', and they relate that such

simulations arc particularly well suited to teaching 'problem solving skills' since they

can present the problem pictorially as well as in words. By simplifying the picture.

these simulations help focus the student's thinking onto a few important variahlcs.

Gerald Kulm (1984), regarding the use of microcomputers for teaching

problem solving strategies, writes that ·parent and child teams arc effective in

working through problem solving strategies on the computer" (p. I). He observed in

his study that several effective techniques which the parent-child teams used were:

thinking of a related problem.

explaining how a table is used to organize data;

3. breaking the problem into subproblems;
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4. relating the algorithms to the drawing of a diagram or figure.

In conclusion he says, "these steps in problem solving do not develop

ea~i1y, however the melacognitive level of the parent's thinking (monitoring,

assessing, and evaluating the solution process) are a valuable guide thaI helps lhe

child to becom... aware of the benefit of referring to cues as well as discussion in the

thinking out of problems· (p. 3).

A variety of cautions for the use of CAl in education are cited by

Hannaford, Alonso, Sloane and Eydie (1981). They address the concern for "proper

programming". and they caution tcachers.to be conscious ofwhal, how, and why they

are using a particular software program. They make the following recommendations:

determine the 'behavioural objectives' or 'instructional
objectives' of each computer lesson;

2. determine the 'teaching/learning mode' of the program to be
used, whether it is diagnostic, tutorial, drill and practice,
simulation, enquiry, game, or problem solving;

3, sequence lessons to ensure that the content of a lesson uses
past learning or experiential background from a previous lesson;
and

4, evaluate each lesson to ensure that it is appropriate for meeting
the learning needs of the student using it. (This implies that it
should fit into the exceptional student's Individualized Program
Plan (IPP).

The mediational use of the microcomputer, whether wholly or partly

independent of the teacher, enhances the student's awareness of his/her own role in

the thinking/learning process. Use of the microcomputer for communication and

education is a novel situation for many physically handicapped, mentally delayed, or
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learning disabled students, and provides an alternative structured mode for the

teachingJkaming process to take place (Hannaford el 'II., 1981).

Throughout the early 198Os., schools were gelling a few educational

software programs that were included with their computer. borrowed from the loc:11

computer store, or ordered by direct mail from catalogues. Many were of the drill

and practice variety, and instructions and product support were Cl olue or non-existent

(Adams & Fuchs, 1986). By 1984·85 there was a "nod of new software programs.

and many teachers were receptive 10 having computers in the c1as.~room. By 191'16.

the teachers' concerns shifted toward the area of program selection and how to

systematically integrate some of the good courseware into the classroom curriculum.

Software reviews were available in every issue of dozens of journals such a... the

AEDS Journal, Classroom Computer learning, Computers and Education. The

Computing Teacher, Educational Computer Magazine, and the Journal of Computcr

Based InsltUction to cite 3 few.

The evaluation of courseware as motivating or easy 10 integrate into

the instructional program is subject to individual teacher's evaluation. Familiarity

with software over a period of several years tends to facilitate the process of

evaluating software, modifying existing programs, and inrorporating romputer·hascd

instruction into a teacher's instructional plans. Many of the evaluation techniques

used with regular print materials are also applied to computer software, but with

hundreds of samples to choose from, teachers couldn't possibly sample everything

themselves.
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As teachers and students move through various stnges of educational

computing, information and communication about how the new technology works

become key elements (Adams & Fuchs. 1986). These stages range from decisions

about how 10 adopt or rejeci the innovation - to implementation on a widespread

basis· to refinement. In the final analysis. it comes down to the teacher knowing

enough about learning and the characteristics of e£fective instruction to make

instructional judgements about computer courseware.

Resean::h on Change

A challenge for educational institutions is to keep pace with the rapid

development of computer technology. While some educational institutions have

managed 10 stay abreast of these developments, others have not.

In the field of education, curriculum development and reform occur at

all levels, However, there have been few studies done to determine the impact of

such innovations upon the individuals that will be required to make the innovations

work successfully (Fougere & Olinsky, 1990, p, 463). Since individual teachers

ultimately will be the key factor in the success or failure of curriculum innovations,

it is very important that their feelings or concerns about such innovations be known.

Fougere and Olinsky (1990) report on a model aimed at understanding the adopters

of educational innovation; they state:

The Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM) was
developed to describe the process involved when
educational institutions adopt innovations. The model
is a result of a three and one-half year study of
innovation adoption in educational institutions. The
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three primary data sources for the development of the
model have been 1) the literature on change, 2)
extensive field-based experiences of the developers and
school-based adoption agents, and 3) documenlation of
the innovation process in teacher educ~lt:on institutions.

The CBAM views the adopting institution Ql\ a User
System composed of individuals. each of whom has his
own sel of concerns, problems, skills, agendas, and
needs. In combination, these individuals represent the
institution and its functionings. In sum, CBAM views
the change process within formal organizations as
entailing individuals moving through seven identifiable
Stages of Concern About the Innovation and eight
Levels of Use of the Innovation. (p.463)

Hall (1973) proposed labels to describe tne stages of transition through

which nonusers of an innovation pass on inservicing or course training converts them

into users of the innovation. Hall first described seven stages using the following

labels:

Stage 0 • Unaware
Stage 1 • Awareness
Stage 2 • Exploration
Stage 3 • Early Trial
Stage 4 . Limited Impact
Stage 5 • Maximum Benefit
Stage 6 . Renewal

In further describing the levels of use, Hall et at. (1975) ernpha...ized

that the levels are distinct states that represent observable distinct types of behaviour

and patterns of innovation interaction as exhibited by individuals and groups. These

levels, which were seen to characterize a user's development in acquiring new skills

and varying use of an innovation, are described as:
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The stale in which the user has
little or no knowledge of the
innovation, no involvement with
the innovation, and is doing
nOlhing toward becoming involved.

The state in which the user has
acquired or is acquiring
information about the innovation
and/or has explored its value
orientation and its demands upon
the user and user !'ystem.

II PREPARAnON The state in which the user is
preparing for first use of the
innovation.

III MECHANICAL USE The state in which the user focuses
most effort on the short-term. day
lo-day use of the innovation with
little time for reflection. Changes
in use are made more to meet user
need than client needs. The user is
primarily engaged in a step-wise
attempt to master the tasks
required to use the innovation,
often resulting in disjointed and
superficial use.

IVa ROUTINE

IVb REFINEMENT

Use of the innovation is stabilized.
Few if any changes are being made
in ongoing use. Little preparation
or thought is being given to
improving innovation use or its
consequences,

The state in which the user varies
the use of the innovation to
increase the impact on clients
within the immediate sphere of
influence, Variations are based on
knowledge of both short and long
term consequences for clients.
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The state in which the user is
combining his own efforts to use
the innovation '.\lith the related
activities of colleagues to achievl!' Ii
collective impact 00 clients within
their common sphere of influence.

The state in which the user re
evaluates the quality of use of the
innovation, seeks major
modifications of or alternatives to
present innovations to achieve
impact 00 dients, examines new
developments in the field, and
explores new goals for self and
system. (Reference, p. 54)

These seven Stages of Concern were later renamed hy Hall cl at in

1977 as:

Stage 0 - Awareness
Stage 1 - Informational
Stage 2 • Personal
Stage 3 - Management
jtage 4 - Consequence

Stage 5 - Collaboration
Stage 6 • Refocusing

These stages move from "cJ.rly self-oriented concerns, 10 ta~k·oriented concerns, to

ultimately impact-oriented concerns" (Hall, 1979, p. 204). As teachers transition from

being nonusers 10 users of an innovation, they will range from stage 0 to 6 on Hall's

'Seven Stages of Concern' model.

Individuals do not have concerns on only one stage but some stages

show relatively more intensity than others. Research on this model confirmed the

existence of these stages and their developmental nature (Hall & Loucks, 1978).

Teachers who are nonusers of an innovation will have concerns high on stages O. I
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and 2. They are more concerned about gaining information (Stage 1) or how using

the innovation will affect them personally (Stage 2). As they begin to use the

innovation, Stage 3 (Management) concerns become higher and more intense. The

results of gains in experience and skills with an innovation have a definite impact on

the system in which the individual works. When teachers become experienced and

skilled with an innovation, the tendency is for concerns at Stages 4, 5 and 6 to

become more intense with a decrease in Stages O. 1, 2 and 3 (Hall et aI., 19TI).

Because they are aware of the impact of the innovation on clients, they are usually

anxious to work toward achieving its maximum benefits for other potential users.

peyelopment or the Concerns·Based Adoption Model

Hall, Wallace, and Dossett (1973) propose that the perceptions. feelings

and concerns of people experiencing the change process should be assessed, and that

this personal dimension is critical to the adoption or rejection of an innovation.

Fougere and Olinsky (1990) concur with the need for using the CBAM

model in their statement: "Since individual teachers ultimately will be the key factor

in the success or failure of curriculum innovations, it is very important that their

feelings or concerns about such innovations be known."

The current study will expand on those original findings by exploring

additional informOition about the use of CBAM by institutions in order to more

completely understand the adopters of this important educational innovation·

microcomputers.

There are certain assumptions of the CBAM. The model as postulated
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is based on certain underlying assumptions that sel the perspective from which

change in schools is viewed. Hall & Loucks (1978) slale that:

1. In educational institutions change is a process, not an event. Too nflen
policymakers, administrators and even teachers assume that change is
Ihe pivotal result of an administrative decision. They casual1y assume
that a teacher will put aside an old reading text and immediately apply
an individualized program with great sophistiC'oltion. Somehow the
conviction lingers that with the opening of school under the new
program the teachers will blend their talents into effective teams. As
reflected in the CBAM, the reality is thai change tukes time <lOU is
achieved only in siages.

2. The individual must be the primary target of intelVentiom designed 10

facilitate change in the classroom. Other appwaches to change (c.g.•
Organizational Development) view the composite institution as the
primary unit of intervention and place their emphasis upon improving
communication and other organizational norms and hehaviours.
Concerns·Based Adoption Model. however, emphasizes working with
individual teachers and administrators in relation to their roles in the
innovation process. CRAM rests on the conviction that institutions
cannot change until the individuals within them change.

3. Change is a highly personal experience. Staff developers.
administrators and other change facilitators often attend closely to the
trappings and technology of the innovation and ignore the perceptions
and feelings of the people experiencing the change procelis. In CDAM.
it is assumed that the personal dimension is often of more critical
importance to the success or failure of the change effort than is the
technological dimension. Since change is brought about by individuals.
their personal satisfactions. frustrations, concerns, motivlItions and
perceptions generally all playa part in determining the sucee!i.'i or
failure of a change initiative.

4. Staff development can be best rdcilitated for the individual by use of
a client-centered diagnostic/prescriptive model. Too many in-selVice
activities address the needs of the trainers rather than those of the
trainees. To deliver relevant and supportive staff development. change
facilitators need to diagnose the location of their clients in the change
process and to direct their interventions toward resolution of those
diagnosed needs.
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5. The staff developer or other change facilitators need to work in an
adaptive, yet systematic way. They need to stay in constant touch with
the progress of individuals within the larger context of the total
organization that is supporting the change. They must constantly be
able to assess and reassess the state of the change process and be able
to adapt interventions to the latest diagnostic information. Al the
same time the facilitator must be aware of the "ripple effect" that
change may have on other parts of the system.

In additional research conducted by Hall alone (1978), he comments

further on the change process:

6. There are identifiable stages and levels of the change process as
experienced by individuals. The change process is not an
undifferentiated continuum. There are identifiable stages that
individuals move through in their perceptions and feelings about the
innovation, and identifiable skill levels that individuals move through
as they develop sophistication in using the innovation.

7. Full description of the innovation is a key variable. All too frequently
it appears that innovation developers have not clearly or fully
developed operational definitions of their innovations. Change
facilitators and teachers do not know what the innovation is supposed
to louk like when it is implemented. Thus another key assumption for
concerns·based change is that there must be a full description of what
the innovation entails when it is fully in use.

Through the process of organizing information about an innovation in

their minds, individuals make decisions about the nature of change and take a

positive or negative stand with respect to it. The perceptions which affect this

process are shaped uniquely when and if the individuals to be changed are integrated

into this process in a timely manner. Further, it can be argued that including staff

in the changes can only enhance the management process (Khosrowpour & Calpan,

1989-90, p. 61).
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AsS!!ning the Stages of Concern

Hard and Loucks (1980) are two among the researchers who frequently

use the open-ended concerns statement to determine teacher concerns about an

innovation. In this technique, respondents are asked to write complete Matcmenl'i

to answer the given question; the response is then read twice; once 10 get an overall

feel for the individual's concerns, then, on the second reading, to provide a more

substantive and detailed assessment of the concerns (Hord & Loucks, 1980).

The most formal and precise measure of the Stages of Concern is

through the use of the Stages of Concern Questionnaire (5000) (Hall et at, 1977).

This pencil and paper instrument is a Likert-type questionnaire which allows the

respondents to react to 35 statemenl.~; of concern by indicating how closely each

statement describes a concern they feel at that point in time. This measure prnvides

a profile for each individual or the group showing those concerns which are most

intense.

Either method can be utilized to provide the facilitator with datu

related to the concern level of an individual or group. The Stages of Concern

concept can be osed to assess teachers' concerns about an innovation in preparation

for staff development (Cicchelli & Braecher, 1985). This Hteacher concernsH

dimension can be used to study the change in teachers' concerns before, during, and

following inservice activities. and the progress through the 7 stages can be monitored

over time, usually a period of one to several years.



CHAPTER III

METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH PRO(:EDURES

Overview or the Methodology

The descriptive study method of research was chosen for this project

because it seemed a most effective means for determining the variables that seem

to bear upon teacher use of microcomputer technology in education.

Through the focus taken in this study on one school board, a more

peripheral study of several school boards could be carried out by some other

researcher at a later date. This process of studying one school board would establish

a comparative base, and could ultimately be extended to include observations and

product analysis of all the school boards within the province of Newfoundland and

Labrador at such time as computer-based systems utilizing educational computer

technology are determined to be in place throughout.

In this research study, of the descriptive study variety, an individual

school board was studied to detennine the penetration and usage of microcomputer

technology, to survey the applications of computer-assisted instruction, and to address

any apparent teacher concerns. The design of this research study was towards a

process-, rather than product-orientation.

The focus of a similar Stages of Concern study conducted by White

(1987) was on teacher attitudes towards microcomputer technology. His title was:

An Investigation of the Concerns of Teachers About the Implementation of

Microcomputers in the schools. In the present study, this researcher went beyond

an 'attitude survey' approach, and collected demographic and numerical data about

36
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the level of use being made of microcomputer technology, accessibility of the

technology, availability of educational software, curriculum support for use of the

technology, types of students being t3ught on microcomputers, the level of teacher

computer literacy, the status of inservice activities directed towards teachers, and

teachers' Stage of Concern regarding the use of this new technology. All of these

factors were considered to impact on a teacher's decision to use the innovation,

microcomputers, in meeting the objectives of the curriculum.

White (1987) surveyed urban and ruml schools at all grade levels bUI

did nol test for significanl differences between the grade levels. The present study

tested for significant differences between the grade levels on a variety of survey

items. specifically for high schools versus the grade schools on Stage of Concern.

Statement of !be Problem

A question worthy of ongoing investigation. as cautioned by Kerr (1987.

1990), is whether schools (and teachers) which have been provided with the hardware

and thus have been exposed to microcomputer technology will indeed use the

capabilities of the microcomputer in their daily classroom instruction instead of

ignoring it and continuing with more traditional 'paper and pencil' methotls of

teaching. It is this question that is primarily addressed in this study.

The implementation of microcomputer technology in the schools is

more than a purchasing arrangement. In order to maximize the use of the

technology, efforts toward staff development must be considered. Teachers' concerns

about microcomputers need to be addressed both in the area of computer literacy
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and in the knowledge and use of educational software.

The diagnostic component of the Concerns-Based Adoption Model can

be applied to the introduction of microcomputers into schools 10 provide a means of

assessing where teachers are, both individually and as a group, relative 10 the

implementation of microcomputers. This is a first step in planning appropriate

interventions and guiding the success of future inservice programming.

The concerns and level of use of an individual or group relative to an

innovation, together with the adaption being aucmpted can be ,,:ssessed using

principles of this model. The data collected can tnen be used to prescribe

imcrventions needed for an individual or group in order 10 improve the likelihood

of change occurring.

DescriplioD or Sample

A previous study of the availability ofmicrocomputers in schools across

Canada by SCOIt (1985) had selected a relatively large population of schools. In his

study, he determined that in Canada 37% of teachers had introductory training on

computer use in education, while only 14% had such training in the province of

Newfoundland and Labrador. He also projected that by the end of the 1985-86

school year there would have been purchased approximately 1366 microcomputers

in the schools of Newfoundland and Labrador.

Due to the magnitude of the task of trying to verify Scott's projection,

and because the collection of data from all the school boards would have been

beyond the scope of this task, it was decided to choose a smaller sample of the
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broader population of Newfoundland and Labrador schools by selecting one major

school board. A specific subpopulution of the broader teacher population, being the

speciaJ educatkm teachers, was targeted for a study of their uses of and concerns

about microcomputers in education.

Tne population that resulted as the subject of this study consisted of

the 138 special ,:ducation teachers of one major school board in the capital city of

St. John's, Newfoundland during the school years of 1987/88 and 1989/90. This

population consi~ted of those teachers who were engaged in teaching on a full·time

basis. Excluded from this sample were itinerant spr.:cial education personnel from

the school board.

Sampling PrQcedp~

The investigator decided to select a $ample from a larger, more

established urban sl:hool board that would most likely be representative of the larger

population of urban school boards within the province of Newfoundland and

Labrador. The sample for this study was selected by arranging a meeting with the

Associate Superintendent of Curriculum for the largest school board within the 51.

John's region. As a result of that meeting a survey sample was made available

which included a1l38 schools within this school board, ten of which were high schools

and the remainder being primary, elementary, and junior high schools. All special

education units within these schools would be included in the survey from 'work

experience' and 'regular .;pecial education' units tDunilS for the multiply-handicapped

and the profoundly mentally handicapped. All special education teachers in each
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of tbe selected schools were the subjects for this study. The dedsion to sample in

this manner was made based upon the belief that it would increase the response rate

(in the 1987/88 survey) and make the followup survey easier when carried out two

years laler (in 1989/90).

Research Procedure

The school board surveyed was in the process of implementing the

recommendations of the 1983 report by the Department of Education for the

province of Newfoundland by placing one computer per 50 students in each school.

There already existed in each of the board's high schools a computer room

containing a minimum of 10 microcomputers, and the board had already purchased

onc computer for most of its primary and elemental)' grade schools.

Because the buard had not designated a position for coordinator, it was

agreeable to permiuing an outside researcher to study various aspects of the status

of microcomputer use within its schools. Through consultalion with the board's

associate superintendent, agreement was reached on the use of a questioMaire

survey format. The researcher consulted with several education faculty members to

arrive at a final draft of the questionnaire which was to be used as the survey

instrument. Questions were included which would collect demographic, numerical,

and objective data as well as teacher comments. It was then submitted to the school

board for scrutiny and evenlual dislribulion. A covering leiter (Appendix B) was

enclosed with the questionnaire which explained the purpose of the study and which

requested participation from the school staff in providing informalion about
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computer use. An additional letter supplied by the Associ3te Superintendent of

Olrriculum (Appendix B) indicated that the study had the sanction of the school

board. and requested that the teadlers prepare a response to the questionnaire. In

order to facilitate the delivery and relurn of questionnaires, the internal mailscMce

of the school board was used. All questionnaires ror a given 5Chool were sent care

of the principal. The special education teachers were asked to meet and to complete

their questionnaire within the next two weeks. They were then 10 place it in the

envelope provided, seal it, and return it to the principal. The principal was then to

return the questionnaire to the school board office where it was to be held for

collection by the researcher'S.

Data fOr Ihis study were gathered over a three year time span

beginning in February of the 1987-88 school year and culminating with a repeat

questionnaire survey in February of the 1989-90 school year.

At the end of each data gathering period. the information was analyzed,

the status of computer use (penetration) assessed, and teachers' computer literacy

level and 'stage of concern' evaluated.

The data were then compared between the two gathering periods, and

any significant changes, as determined by statistical analysis, reported. Comments

were made as to any relationships that appeared to exist between various variables

(or factors) and their effects on the usc of CAl by the teachers involved in this study.

The discussion of the findings of this study involved a look at the

relationships between information technology, instructional practices, and recent
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developments in educational computing.

By the year 2000, many programs of research should have contributed

to lIle theory of design of computer-based models of instruction (COl), the

development of computer-based courses, and a system of evaluation of instructional

achievement where new information technologies are used.

For the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador, it is this researcher's

intention to provide information which describes presenl instructional environments

in which CAl (or C8T) is used, to helpeslablish the various skill and ability levels of

teachers currently being inserviced on CAl usc, to present recent findings on

pedagogy of microcomputer usc in education, and to present recent theory on the

practice of preservice and inservice preparation of teachers as they relate to

computer technology.

ReS!!rch Instruments

The questionnaire instrument being used in the present study was the

kind of survey instrument best suited 10 the collection of demographic data and

descriptive data needed for answering the qU~lions posed by this Study. The first

part of the instrument was designed to collect descriptive data relating to the

demographic characteristics of the respondents. It gathered both numerical data

regarding the respondents and their schools, and information regarding the locations

and uses of computers. The questions were designed to elicit information regarding

grade level taught, special education categories of students in the school, availability,
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number. location and accessibility of microcomputers, experience and training with

microcomputers, types of software and its availability, and the level of CAl in the

school. Several questions were designed to determine the level of curriculum

supp0r! through the provision of materials such as guide books and packaged

programs, and to gain information about inservice activities provided to the subjects

of the study. Respondents were provided the opportunity at the end of the

quesliolUlaire to write comments or 10 express any specific concerns relating \0

microcomputers.

The second part is an adaptation of the Siages of Concern

Questionnaire (SoCQ) (Hall et aI., 1977) which was developed at the Research and

Development Center for Teacher Education at the University of Texas at Austin,

The SoCQ contains items, each of which has a Likert scale, on which the respondents

indicate their present level of concern regarding each statement about a particular

innovation. The SoCQ questionnaire is based conceptually on the Concerns-Based

Adoption Model (CBAM). The statements have been tested for their reliability and

validity measure for assessing the Stages of Concern hypothesized in the Concern);-

Based Adoption Model based upon a number of studies by Hall et ai, (1977). This

instrument provides a quick-scoring means of ~valuating the adoption of an

innovation.

The questionnaire items for the present study were created using a

modifi611tion of the questionnaire developed by White (1987) (see Appendix G).

Each statement for the present study was designed to match the appropriate Stage
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of Concern statement used in the White (1987) study.

Teachers were <l I-::d [0 circle or lick the choice lkt best represented their answer,

and/or fill in the blank information areas.

Section twO of the survey also uses the 'Open-ended Concerns

Statement' to determine teacher concerns about the innovation (see questionnaire

items lO. 11 and 12). In this technique, respondents are asked 10 write complete

statements to answer the given question: the response is then read twice· once 10

get an overall feel for the individual's concerns, then on the second reading to

provide a more substantive and detailed assessment of the concerns (Hord & Loucks,

1980). It is expected that the teachers being surveyed in this study will take full

advantage of the opportunity to write their comments and to expound on their

concerns.

Toe existence of the Hall et at. (1977) and White (1987) instruments, with

the reliability and validity confirmed, eliminated the need to design and test a format

which would provide data to determine the concerns of teachers,

The White (1987) study was an~ survey that investigated the

concerns of teachers regarding microcomputer technology, while the present study

investigated the results of introducing microcomputers into the schools and the use

being made of this technology, with a view to assessing teachers' concerns regarding

past, present, and future staff development activities. The present study attempted

to expand on those original findings of Hall and Rutherford (19n, 1979), and White

(1987i, and by exploring addition:tl information :tbout institutions, specifically one
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major school board in St. John's, Newfoundland. it aimed to more completely

understand the adopters of this import3nt educational innuvation. The re·survey. one

full year later than the date of initial survey. was considered necessary so as to

adequately repoft on the adoption or non·adoption of this innovation and to be able

to identify what may be considered critical factors affecting it.

The mail survey method was selected because it could provide data

from a large dispersed population without an !)(cessive expenditure of time or money

(White. 1987), and because of freedom from interviewer bias (Kanu~ & Berenson,

1978) who report that respondents are encouruged to respond truthfully and freely

when they can remain anonymous. The collection by mail was selected despite the

common problem of low response rates (Ibid.). In the final analy$is, the

questionnaire survey instrument was judged to be appropriate for supplying

information to be used in answering the questions posed by this study.

Specifically the study attempled to answer the following questions:

Question 1: What categories of exceptional sludents predominate within this school
board being studied for whom microcompUlers are 10 be provided?

Question 2: What is the penetration of microcomputer technology into the field of
Special Education, especially for this school board?

Question 3: At what stages of computer literacy are the Special Education teachers
for whom inservice on this innovation is being planned?

Question 4: What is the current StatuS nf ct:rriculum support available for
Computer-Based Instruction?

Question 5: What is the level of use and planned level of use by Special Education
teachers for microcomputer technology?
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Question 6: What are the main factors that affect a teacher's decisions to use or
not use microcomputers in reaching the educational goals and
objectives set out for each special education student?

Question 7: Over the timespan of this study. was there a shift in the Stage of
Concern of this group of special educators?

Treatment or the Dat8

As previously stated, the demographic data collected on section onc of

the instrument was used in its raw form to stratify the respondents inlo various

subgroups, and to provide answers for questions I, 2 and 3 posed by Ihis study (see

page 45-46). Percentages were calculated for each school to assess the response rate

of the special education units, the predominant categories of exceptionality for which

Computer A~sisted Instruction is being used, and the number, types, and locations

of computers and educational software.

In section two, the procedure for interpreting the descriptive data about

the respondents and their use and concerns about using microcomputers in special

education (see questions 4, 5 and 6 above) is as follows. Scores such as 1 or 2 on

question 5, which represent teacher's experience with computers and familiarity with

software, will both indicate 'low' ratings, while a score of 3 will be considered

'ilverage', and scores of 4 or 5 will be considered 'high' ratings.

The data being gathered in the present study was used to determine the

stages of concern for the Special Educator group of teachers and to uncover any

relationships that might exist between the dependent variables in the study (Stages

of Concern) and the :....dependent variables studied. The category names referred to
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as "low Concern" and "High Concern" could also be considered synonymous with the

terms "Low Familiarity" and "High Familiarity" (Fougere & Olinsky, 1990, p. 466).

Siages 1 and 2 were also grouped together as "Low", and Stages 4 to 6 were grouped

together as "High" in the Fougere and Olins!..)' (1990) study.

The data from questionnaire items 1 through 5 were subjected to factor

analysis using appropriate statistical procedures aimed at determining relationships

between the dependent variables (the Siages of Concern) and the independent

variables of the study which were: 1) types of students taught. 2) types of computers

available, 3) accessibility of the technology, 4) availability of educational software for

various subject areas. 5) support services and materials, 6) the teachers' level of

computer literacy, and 7) teachers' plans for use of this technology.

To supplement the results provided by the percentage scores from

questionnaire item 6, a profile showing the group mean percentage scores on each

type of software was constructed thus highlighting the data relating to educational

software availability,

Scores on questionnaire items 7 through 9 will be indicative of the

straight-forward frequency of use, types of use, and perspective on use of this

teaching innovation.

Questionnaire items 10 thnlllgh 1::': were scored according to types of

teacher needs and concerns (such as suhjc't maller for the inservice, and involvement

of self as a presenter). It is also recognized that the most oflen used method of

inservice for teachers is the workshop. whereas some individuals prefer a 1 to 1
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personal cootact by a consultant. In this study, an effort was made to determine the

level of concerns of teachers about making use of CAl workshops. and for their

preferences on receiving inservice.

In order 10 determine the Stage of Concern for this survey sample, a

raw intensity of respondems' score was computed by totalling the responses on each

of the statements from the questionnaire (see Appendix E for a listing of the

statements by Stage of Concern). ~rom these individual Taw scores, a group mean

raw score was calculated for each of the seven Stages of Concern. The raw scores

for each stage were convened to percentage scores using an adaptation of the

conversion chart (see Appendix F) outlined by Hall et aI. (1977) in their scoring

manual.

In addition. subgroup mean raw scores were calculated for each stage,

The subgroups were determined as per the stratification described on page 10-11,

and 46. These subgroup mean raw scores were then converted to percentage mean

raw scores to enable the investigalOr to compare the high school group with the

special educators in Primary, Elementary and Junior High schools on each Stage of

Concern.

Profiles showing the relative intensity of concerns on each Stage were

constructed by graphing the percentage scores on each stage. The profiles were

constructed using the group percentage mean scores and for each subgroup as

stratified for questions in the study.

A series of charts have been developed to display data relating to the
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independent and dependent variables in the study in order to show a profile of the

categories of each independent variable across the Stage of Concern. The charts

present a way of looking at the informalion analyzed in the ANOVA and

STATISTICS ALL tem. The charts depict the means of each level of the

independent variables separately. Thus, the charts form a prome of teacher concerns

for each level of the independent variable across the Stages of Concern.

Additionally, concerns were analyzed to determine ifdiHerences existed

between the status of computer use by different subgroups of the Special Education

leacher population. These SUbgroups were stratified ba~ed on level of school (Le.•

high school versus grade schools), type of slUdent taught, access to microcomputers.

and users versus nonusers of the technology. Through this understanding, the change

agents will be in a beller position to manage their adoption process.

The interpreted data together with the descriptive data from section

two were analyzed to provide answers to the questions posed in this study.

Summary Expectations

A!; teachers transition from being nonusers to u~crs of an innovation.

they will range from stage 0 to 6 on Hall's 'Seven Stages of Concern' model. If a

particular group of teachers exhibits .st:Jge O. 1, or 2 concerns on the survey, then it

can be interpreted thai they are either nonusers of the innovation, are concerned

about gaining information, or are concerned about how using the innovation would

affect them personally.

If the higher, more intense concerns of smge 3 (Management) are
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exhibited, this will be indicative that the teachers are in the beginning stages of using

the innovation or are starting to make some regular use of the innovation. One aim

of this study is to find whether teacher inservicing has resulted in sufficient gains in

experience and skills with the innovation such as to have a definite impact on the

system in which the individual works. An indication of such impaci would be data

indicating the regular scheduling of CAl into the curriculum (see questionnaire item

8).

When teachers become experienced and skilled with an innovation, the

lendeilCY is for concerns at Stages 4, Sand 6 to become more intense with a decrease

in Stages 0, 1. 2 and 3 (Hall et ai., 1977). Such a change would be apparent on

comparing the graphs of Stage of Concern data from the 1987/88 to the 1989/90

survey period. This study hopes to find teachers who are aware of the impact of the

innovation on their clients. and who would therefore be anxious to work toward

achieving its maximum benefits for other potential users,

Hall proposes that the perceptions, feelings and concerns of people

experiencing the change process shou Id be assessed. and that this personal dimension

is critical to the adoption or rejection of an innovation. It is this researcher's

expectations iliat the analysis of the data for this study will show SITong indications

of either adopdon or rejection of the innovation, microcomputers.

These survey methods were utilized to provide fascilitators with

demographic, numerical and objective data and as well information related to the

concerns of Ihis group. The perceptions, plans and concerns of the people
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experiencing the change process arc gathered using the Questionnaire type of

instrument, and Ihis personal dimension combined with the demographic data should

provide an assessment of the adoption or rejection of the innovation. This

information is critical to decision making by facilitators at the administrative level of

a school or school board.



CHAPTER IV

mE RESULTS OF TIlE INVESTIGATION

The study did show that the more years of experience that teachers had

with the innovation resulted in their becoming significantly more familiar with its

uses. The study did not show that schools which had a longer period of adoption of

the innovation were significantly further along in their stage of concern development.

There was a signific<lnt difference in the level of perception of microcomputer uses

between those teachers who were unfamiliar with the innovation and those who were

familiar with implementing Computer Assisted Instruction.

The 'grade level taught' variable and the 'presence of a computer room'

were found to be si£T1ificant. The 'types of students taught' and 'the types of

computers available' were not found to produce significant differences in the stage

of concern. An additional variable, 'availability of educational software .:, was found

over the duration of the two-year study to be significant.

Lastly, it was found that se1f·(Jevelopment was a highly individual factor

and teachers could be found at either the high school level or the grade school level

to be in stages 5 or 6.

ADglr:;!, or Ihe Dala

As previously stated. the demographic data collected on section one of

the instrument was used in its raw form to stratify the respondents into various

subgroups (either high school or grad~ school). Percentages were calculated for each
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school to assess the response rale of the special education unit!', the predominant

categories of exceptionality for which Computer As.~isled Instruction i1'i being used,

and the number, types, and locations of ~omputers and educational settings.

In section two, the procedure for interpreting the descriptive datuulluut

the respondent's use and concerns about using microcomputers in special education

is as follows. Scores of 1 or 2, which represent teacher's experience with computers

and familiarity with software will both indicate 'low' rating.~. while a score of 3 will

be considered 'average', and scores of 4 or 5 will be considered 'high' ratings.

The factor analysis technique. applied to the data. uncovered

relationships between the dependent and independent variables. In Chapter 3, it is

commented that several underlying patterns of relationships result in the uala hein!;

reduced or rearranged to a smaller set of factors or components that may he taken

as source variables accounting for the observed inlerrelUlionships in the data. The

reduction of the 7 stages of concern levels of ~High Concern" and "low CClncern~

resulted from the factor analysis procedure of the Stages of Concern data. These two

category names were considered synonymous with the terms "High Familiarity" and

"Low Familiarity" with regard to the innovation, and seemed appropriate based on

the analysis of the data (Fougere & Olinsky, 1990, p. 466).

The Stages of Concern concept can be used to assess teachers' concerns

about an innovation in preparation for staff development (Cicchelli & Braecher,

1985). This ftteacher concerns" dimension can be used to study (he change in

teachers' concerns before, during, und following inservice activities, and the progress
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through the 7 stages can be monitored over time (usually a period of one to several

years). (The results of this study will be transmitted to the school board being

surveyed for their use in monitoring their inservice activities related to this

innovation).

Interpretation of the Dara

The questionnaire collecled data on five items related to the use of

microcomputers and seven on Ihe intensity of concerns expressed by teachers

regarding microcomputers in special education. The questions which this study

attempts to answer, logether with the statistical analysis used to test them or to

describe the data collected, are given below.

~ What percentages of schools have special education units, and what

categories of exceptional students predominate for whom the

microcomputers have been provided'?

From questionnaire item 1 il was determined whether the school had

a special education program and hence had a need for inservicing from its school

board regarding the use of microcomputers in special education'? The question was

answered by tabulating the number of teachers who responded with either a 'yes' or

'no' answer. All 28 respondents of the 38 schools surveyed in 1987-88 had special

education units, 75,9% oflhe respondents were Primary, Elementary, or Junior High

school special education teachers while 24.1% are in High Schools. With the school

board's implementation of the Department of Education policy for 1 microcomputer

p-:::r 50 students. this should result in a definite need for teacher inservicing.
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In the 1989·90 survey. no appreciable change was indicated to the

percentages of 75% and 25% respectively for the respondents. Contact with the

associate superintendent of curriculum indicated that the school board was still

actively implementing the Department of Education policy for t microcomputer per

50 students during the 1989-90 school year. It was also active in providing a variety

of inservice programs and computer courses to meet the needs of its leachers,

What afC the categories of exceptional students for whom the use of

the microcomputers can be provided?

The question was answered using data obtained from questionnaire

item 2, and by calculating the percentages of the responses regarding each level of

exceptionality.

Only 4.5% of the respondents reponed having Severely Mentally

Handicapped students; 13.6% reponed Physically Handicapped: 28.6% reponed

dealing with Emotionally or Behaviourally Disordered students: 9% of grade schools

and 43% of high schools reported Cerebral Palsy units: 18% of grade schools and

14% of high schools reported Learning Disabled students; 27% of grade schools and

43% of high schools reported Moderately Mentally Handicapped students; 55% of

grade schools and 57% of high schools report Mildly Mentally Handicapped students;

64% of grade schools and 29% of high schools report RebTUlar Special Education

sludents; and 57% of the high schools reponed having Work Experience uni(~.

In the 1989·90 survey. the percentage of Physically Handicapped special

education students was approximately the same as for 1987-88. The students with
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Table 1

Categories of Exceptionality

1987·88

Work Experience

Regular Sp.Ed.

Mild Menial Handicap

Moderate Mental Handicap

Cerebral Palsy

Emol./Behav. Disorders

Learning Disabled

Physical Handicap

Severely Mental Hand.

Grade School
% reported

64%

55%

27%

9%

18%

14%

4.5%

High School
% reported

57%

29%

57%

43%

43%

29%

14%

Cerebral Palsy were reported at an increase from 9% to 14.3% for grade schools,

with the statistic for high schools remaining the same at 43%. For Severely Mentally

Handicapped students, a slight increase was reported between 1987-88 (4.5%) and

1989-90 (9.5%). This increase was reported only within grade schools. The

population of Moderately Mentally Handicapped students remained about the same

at 27% in H:'87-88 and 290/0 in 1989-90 in the grade schoois, with a slight increase

being reported from 43% to 57% in high schools. The increase from 430/0 to 570/0

for high schools should be noted as it may be showing a trend toward more high

school programs being provided for MMH and life-skills students. There was a
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Table 2

Categories of Exceptionality

1989·90

Grade School High School
'70 reported % reported

Work Experience 4.8% 29%

Regular Sp.Ed. 76% 29%

Mild Mental Handicap 67% 43%

Moderate Mental Handicap 29% 57%

Cerebral Palsy 14.3% 43%

Emot./Behav. Disorders 14.3%

Learning Disabled 4.8% 14.3%

Physical Handicap 14.3%

Severely MenIal Hand. 9.5%

reported change in percentage for Mildly Mentally Handicapped students over the

two-year period from 1987-88 to 1989·90. High schools showed a decrease from 57%

to 48% while grade schools reported an increase from 55% to 67%. These changes

may indicate actual differences in numbers or may renee! differences in the use of

the term 'mildly menially handicapped'. The percentage of Regular Special

Education students was reported at an increase from 64% to 76% for grade schools,

while it remained the same at 29% for high schools. The increase seen in grade

schools may be due to more grade schools assessing and reporting special education

students, to a change in the use of the term 'regular special education' student, or ,0
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increased special education services through the use of Remedial Resource Teachers

such as reading specialists whose role has received increased attention in recent

years. In the area of Work Experience, one grade school reported having begun a

Work Experience program. A decrease was noted from 57% to 29% in reported

high school Work Experience programs. This may be due to the limited sample size,

in which case, reports from 2 fewer schools out of 7 resulis in an apparently large

percentage change of 28 percentage points (in the high school survey group). If this

decrease is a valid statistic, then the trend may be indicative of movement away from

Work Experience programming and toward increased alternative remedial

programming in high schools. In the 1989-90 survey, a decrease from 29% to 14.3%

was reported for Behaviourally and Emotionally Disordered students. This statistic

may reflect the current use of alternative treatment programs or facilities for meeting

the needs of this segment of the school population, or it may reflect a decrease by

teachers in the use of this term. There was no reponed diffel<;l1ce in the percentage

report:d for Learning Disabled studenls in high schools, however, grade schools

reported a decrease from 18.2% to 4.8%. This decrease may reflect a trend away

from the use of the term 'learning disabled' and toward the diagnostic term 'regular

special education'. It could however be the case that fewer students may be getting

diagnosed as Learning Disabled in the grade schools.

~ What is the penetration of microcomputer technology inlo the field of

Special Education, especially for this school board, and will the

number of computers in the school have any effect on the use of the
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technology?

The question was answered by analyzing the data from questionnaire

items 3 and 4.

Questionnaire item 3 provided data on the presence of computer

technology in the schools. Respondents were asked whether they had a computer

and what type of computer it was. Additionally, it was asked whether the computer

was there for educational use.

The question was answered by c3lculating the percentages ofrespnnses

to question 3 using the TaW data.

Table 3

Types of Computers

1987-88

Have computers

Have Apple Computer(s)

Have Commodore Compuler(s)

Grade School
% reported

86%

5%

81%

High School
% reponed

100%

14%

100%

[0 the 1987-88 survey, 86% of the grade schools and 100% of the high

schools reponed hnving computers. Apple computers were in 5% of grade schools
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and 14% of higb schools, while Commodore computers were in 81% and 1000/0

respectively. The types of Apple and Commodore computers reponed indicated that

they were for educatio:tal use. The average number of computers per school was 2.7

for grade schools and 6.6 per school for high schools. Given the average group size

for special education varies from 3 to 12 students per class, this would result in a

classroom ralio of 1 compUier per 2 students, and at times I compuler per student

(especially in the high schools) which have a Computer Studies Room. Only 2 grade

schools and 7 high schools who responded met the Department of Ed.ucalion policy

guidelines of I computer per 50 students.

Table 4

Types d Computers

1989·90

Have computers

Have Apple Computer(s)

Have Commodore Computer(s)

Grade Scliool
% reported

100%

85.7%

81%

High School
% reponed

100%

85.7%

100%

The 1989-90 sur....ey indicaled that 100% of high school Special

Education units have aCcess to computers. It is important to note for grade schools
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within this School Board that an increase from 86% to 1000/0 was reponed in the

1989·90 survey. This reflects the School Board's commitment to achieving the

Departmem of Education recommendation of 1 computer per 50 students.

There was no change in 2 years by either increase or decrease in the

Commodore brand of hardware in the schools of this Board, however. the changl.' in

use of Apple brand hnrdware should be nOled. Apple computers increased from 5%

to 85.7% in grade schools. and from 14% If) 85.7% in high school Special Education

units. Commodore computers were still in 81% of grade schools and 100% of high

schools. These statistics reflect the continued high school use of Commodore 645 and

1285 for the course, Co,nputer Studies 2206. while emphasizing School Board policy

that new acquisitions during the 1989·90 school years for educational computers be

the Apple brand name. The increase in Ihe number of computers in tbe schools

should result in an increase in the use of Computer Assisted Instruction and a

consequent increase in the need for teacher inservicing within this school board.

Questionnaire item 4 provided information concerning the locations of

any computers in the school, is used to determine whether the location had any effect

on the use of the technology?

The question was answered by calculating the percentage of responses

to question 4 using the raw data. 11.R~'c reported computers in school offices; 6,7%

are located in the Guidance Room: 23.59i; of grade schools use Resource Rooms as

a location; 42% of grade schools and 43'1; of high schools report computers located

in the Special Education classroom; 12~~ of grade schools and 100% of high schools
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use Computer Studies Rooms; 41% of grade schools and 14% of high schools have

computers located in their Libraries; and only 6.7%. all grade schools, rotatc the

computers around to different classrooms.

Of those schools which have computers, 100% report having access to

their computers for educational use in both the 1987·88 and the 1989·90 surveys.

Table 5

Locations of Computers

1987·88

Grade School
% reported

High School
% reported

In Sp.Erl. Classrooms 42% 43%

In Compo Studies Room 12% 100%

In the Library 41% 14%

In a Resource Room 24%

[0 the Guidance Room 7%

ROlate Location 7%

In School Office 12%

A variety of locations for computers within the schools was again

studied in the 1989·90 survey. The statistics indicated that no greater than 15% of
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grade school or high school offices are the locations of computers within Ihe schools.

II is. however, notable that there has been a significant ;ncrease in the number of

computers situated in Special Education classrooms. The percentage increased from

42% to 91 % for grade schools and from 43% to 86% for high school ~pecial

education classrooms. There was a reported statistic of 42% for Resource Rooms

Table 6

locations of Computers

19SC}·90

Grade School
% reponed

In Sp.Ed. Classrooms 91%

In Compo SlUdies Room 4.8%

In the library 24%

In a Resource Room 42%

In the Guidance Room 4.8%

Rotate Location 29%

In School Office 14.3%

High School
% reported

86%

100%

14.3%

as locations of computers within grade schools, with 0% for high schools. This

information probably reflects that the term 'resource room' may be peculiar to grade
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schools and may be synonymous with 'special education classroom', The 1989·90

survey continued to show that high schools rather than grade schools use computer

studies rooms as locations for their computers. Because of the course, Computer

Studies 2206, a computer studies room is necessitated in the schools. The survey also

showed a slight decrease in the reported use of computer studies rooms by grade

schools (rom 12% to 4.8%. The use of Libraries as the location setting for

educalional compulers decreased from 4t% to 24% for grade schools and from 14%

to 0% for high schools. No high schools and only 4.8% (one) grammar schecl report

the Guidance Room as a computer location. In the 1989-90 survey. no high schools

reponed the practice of rotating their computers around the classrooms. Within the

grade schools, however, an increase in the practice was noted. This increase was

from 7% to 29% for rotating the computer(s) around the school from classroom 10

classroom. This trend most likely reneets the demand by regular tec.chers for use of

the computers within a school. It could also reflect a possible trend toward team

teaching and the tendency for the Remedial Resource teacher to bring materials

(including computers) into the integT<lted setting rather than to remove the student

to a segregated setting.

Quw.i.Q.n..J.. At what stages of computer literacy are the Special Education teachers

for whom inservice on this innovation is being planned?

Data from questionnaire item 5 was used to ascenain how teachers rate their

'experience with computers' and their 'familiarity with softwarc', The interprctation

of the d:l.ta deals with how this will affect their use of the technology?
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The question was answered by calculating the percentage of responses

to questionnaire item S. using the recoding: 1 or 2 indicates low experience, 3 is

average, and 4 or 5 indicated high experience with compulers and sofrware. In the

1987-88 survey, the mean score for 'computer experience' was 2.27 for grade schools

and 2.14 for high school special education teachers. This is interpreted to mealilhat

both groups rale themselves low in experience with microcomputers. This;s cause

for some concern considering the fact thai computers have been in the high schools

for at least 4 years. which is ample linll~ for someone to hecome well experienced

with ils use.

In the 1939·90 survey, the me>!n scnre for 'familiarity with software' was

2.05 for grade schools and 1.86 for high school respondents. Both group~ are thus

seen to rate themselves low with regard to familiarity with educational software. This

is rather alarming in light of the fact that good educational software has been

available commercially since 1983·84.

Based on statistics gathered on the 1989·90 survey. both the grade

school group and the high school group have increased their self.ratings from I.!lli! to

~ in experience with microcomputer use. The grade school teacher mean

increased from 2.27 In ~.71. while the high schoolteacher mean increased from 2.14

(02.71. The additional 2 ye:m since last survey has given the grade school special

education teachers time to catch up to their high school counterparts on computer

literacy. Since the 1987·88 survey. there has been some improvement in familiarity

with software. but both groups still ratc themselves as~. The mean for grade
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school teachers increased from 2.05 to 2.38, while the mean for high school teachers

increased from 1.86 to 2.28 on a 1 to 5 Lickert scale. These slight improvements in

self-rating suggest a need for a concerted effort by the school board for reviewing

available software and providing it to pilol groups of Special Education teachers at

both the grade school and high school levels.

~ What is the currenl status of curriculum support available for

Computer-Based Instruction?

Questionnaire items 6 and 7 were used to provide the information

needed for answering Ihis question.

Item 6 asked the respondents about the availability and distribution of

specific types of educational software in the schools. Analysis of the data should

provide infurmation regarding how this will affect the use of microcomputer

technology for Computer-Based Instruction and also for CAL

The question was answered by calculating the percentage of responses

on questionnaire item 6 using the raw data.

In the areas of Reading and Language Arts, the reported use in 1987

88 of word processing software for developing the 'writing process' and of reading

software for developing comprehension and reading speed was relatively low. This

wa~ especially true in the case of high school respondents. Analysis of the

correlation hetween 'time allocated for CAl' and 'being given software' indicated that

68% of grade schools and 32% of high school special education teachers would make

more use of CAl if software were made available to them.
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Looking at the graph table (on p. 69) for MDimibution of Software" for

1987·88, il was clear that some schools had an abundance of software while others,

even though geographically dose by, had relatively little. Ten school!. reported

having between 5 and 8 types of software while fourleen indicated that they had from

oto 4 types. An average·equipped classroom or computer studies room should have

6 types.

In 1987·1988. it appeared obvious that a stronger effort was neeueu

towards dissemination of information regarding software useful for remedial

education programs. In addition, 94% of grade schools and 100% of high schools

reported that they felt it was the school board's responsibility to provide these

curriculum materials and related inservidng.

By the 1989·90 survey. 100% of Ihe respondents reponed having

Mathematics software. and Reading Comprehensiun software had also increased

from 41 % to 81 % in grade schools and from 29% to 57% in high schools. There was

a moderate increase in Word Processing software from 53% to 57% in grade schools

and from 43% to 7I% in high schools. Some increase in Language Development

software was noted from 53% to 62% in grade schools and from 140/0 to 29% in high

schools. Decreases were noted in the reponed statistics for software in the L'lOguage

areas of Orammar lind Spelling; there was a drop from 65% 10 52% in grade schools.

while a slight increase from 14'70 to 29'S''c was nmed fur high schools using grammar

software. Both grade divisions reported decreases in Spelling software with grade

schools dropping from 71% to 33% and high schools from 43% to 29%. These
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Table 7

Types of Software

1987-88

Grade School High School
% reponed % reported

LANGUAGE ARTS

• Spelling 71% 43%

• Lang. Development 53% 14%

-Grammar 65% 14%

- Word Processing 53% 43%

READING

• Word Recognition 59% t40/0

- Comprehension 41% 29%

- RCilding Speed Deve!. 29% 14%

MATHEMATICS

• Concepts/Drill & Pract. 77% 71%

Business 6%

Social Studies 12%

Admin. & IPP Reports 6%
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TableS

Distribution <J~ Software

1987-88
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Table 9

Types of Software

1989-90

Grade School High School
% reported % reponed

LANGUAGE ARTS

M SpoelIing 33% 29%

• Lang. Development 62% 29%

- Grammar 52% 29%

• Word Processing 57o/c 71%

READING

- Word Recognition 67%

• Comprehension 81% 57%

• Reading Speed Deve!. 4.8%

MATHEMATICS

• Concepts/Drill & Pratt. 100% 100%

Business

Social Studies 19%

Admin. & IPP ReporlS
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Table 10

Distribution of Software
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decreases may likely be a reflection of the movement in Language Arts away [rom

TClIe spelling instruction and rules of grammar, while increases in other Language

areas are likely reflecting current trends towards the Whole Language Approach and

to Literature based approaches to Reading. The strong increase in acquisition of

Mathematics software likely relates to the quality of existing software for teaching

Mathematics concepts and to the outstanding need of special education students for

reinforcement and drill-nod-practice with Mathematics skills. Credit also has to be

acknowledged for the efforts of school board coordinators in researching into their

particular areas of curriculum specblty as it relates to Computer Assisted Instruction,

for their inservidng efforts for fellow professionals, and for their actions in piloting

software programs over several recent years.

Questionnaire item 7was used to determine whether Special Education

tcachers, who possess the skills for 'task analysis', determine the 'objectives' of

software programs; or do they prefer to have this done for them? It also sought to

find OUI whether they would increase their use of Computer Assisted Instruction if

curriculum materials, software and lesson plans were made available to Ihem?

This question concerning task analysis was answered by calculaling the

percentage of responder.1s replying 'yes' to queslifln 'I. Using Ihe raw data, we see

from the 1987-88 survey that 41% of grade schools and 57% of high school special

education leachers had analyzed their software programs to determine the

behavioural objectives prior 10 using the software in a student's individualized

program plan. The ideal situation would be for every special education teacher to



be able to analyze software curriculum materials. A check on the correlation

between 'CAl use' and 'software analysis" indicated that the 50% who are an:llyzing

their software, use CAl up to 3 times a week, while those who do not, report their

use to be I period a week.

In the 1989·90 survey. there was noted to be a general decre:lse in the

activity of analyzing software for ils behayioural obj!ctives. The decrease in grade

schools was from 41 % to 29% and in high schools from 57% to 43%. TIll:: c:luse of

this occurrence is not certain, howeycr. it may he thai there is simply kss new

software coming to these teachers to analyze. the task may he becnming ton time

consuming, or teachers may want this t:lsk Ill" :lnalyzing and evaluating software to be

carried out at the school bo:....d level.

~ What is level of use and planned level of use by Special Education

teachers for microcomputer technology?

The data from questionnaire item 8 was analyzed to determine how

much weekly instructional time was being spent using computers in the high schools

versus the grade schools, and how much teachers would increase their use of

Computer Assisted Instruction if either software or 'pre-packaged' instl:lctionaJ

pro§J'ams were made available.

The question was answered ny using raw data responses from

questionnaire item 8. Grade school special education teachers reponed in 1987·88

to be using CAl between I and 2 periods a week, while high schools reponed

spending from 2 to 3 periods a week. Considering the responses in questions 4 and
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6. it appears that the availability of a Computer Studies Room such as in high

schools, or at least having morc computers available, does result in increased use of

CAl.

The indication given by the leache~ in 1987-88 for increasing the

amount of time (hey would use CAJ, if software and individualized lessons were

developed for them, was that grade school teachers would increase from 1 to more

than 2 sessions a week, and high school teachers would increase from 2 to more than

2. This would seem to indicate a need for the school board, through its coordinators,

\0 develop pre-packaged in~tructional programs for educational software.

Table It

Time Spent Weekly on CAl.

gmde schools

high schools

1987-88

(group mean'" 2.59)
1·2 periodsjwk

(group mean:: 3.57)
2-3 periodsjwk

1989-90

(group mean = 2.76)
1-2 periodsjwk

(group mean:: 3.(0)
2-3 Jleriodsjwk

A check on lhe correlation between 'intended increase of CAl use' and

'packaged programs' inuicated that both grade school and high school special

education teachers' intentions to allocate more than 2 periods per week of CAl are
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strongly influenced by 'pre-packaged programs being developed for them'.

Statistics gained from the 1989·90 survey indic:uc Ih.lI there has been

no appreciable change in Ihe amoun! of time reported for special educ:uion studenl~

using educational software programs. In spite of tcachers' increased familiarity with

compUicrs over the additional tv.'o years of inservicing, Ihe teachers of special

education students have only slightly.. :ased their usc of Computer-Assisted

Instruction. The reason for this increase only bting slight could he that there is a

lack of software being made available to the leachers. _. 'here may he a ne~d fllr

increased inservice with the software for individual suhject areas being flXuscd nil.

In the 1989·90 survey. 1O(}t;~ of the respondent.~ reponed Ihat they

~ make more use of CA.1. if suftware were made :lVailahle to them and if a

curriculum guide were provided. The percentage of the "rarely to not at all· cuu:gol)'

of users of C.A.I. decreased from 29% 10 14%. The group ·using CAl from I til 3

periods per week" increased from 50% to 82%. while those ·usiog CAl more thao 3

periods per week" decreased from 21% to 3%. 00 the whole. Ihis survey showed

that 82% of leachers reponed thai they were using CAl in the range of I III J

periods a week. 100% of the respondents reported Ihat they ·want a curriculum

guide plus software made available 10 them··.

~ What are the main factors Ihal affeci a teacher's decision to usc or not

use microcomputers in reaching the etlucational goals and objectives

set out (or each special education student?

Qu~stionnaire item 9 was used 10 determine teachers' perspectives on
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the usc of compuler technology. Information supplied on this item was used as an

indicator of which perspective predominated· its use as a diagnostic tool, remedial

teaching tool, or student progress monitoring 1001.

The question was answered by calculating the percentage of responses

to question 9 using the raw data. In the 1987-88 survey. from 94% to 100% of all

respondents perceive computers to be a useful diagnostic tool: 100% saw its

usefulness as a remedial-teaching tool; and 83% 10 '13% perceived it to be useful as

n progress monitoring 1001 for development IPPs.

In the 1989·90 survey. these respondents m3intained their previous

perspectives on the use of comp~ters as a diagnostic 1001, a remedial teaching 1001,

and as a student progress monitoring tool. The perspective which individuals have

on any new technological innovation is often critical in determining the use which

they will make of that technology. This perspective is readily shaped through

preservice and inservice activities or the lack of lhem.

The responses to questionnaire item 2 indicated that the teachers

replying to that survey work with a wide range of student disabilities. The school

board requires all of its special education teachers who work with exceptional groups

to prepare Individualized Program Plans and to monitor progress on a frequent basis.

The task of preparing IPP's can be facilitated by the use of IPP software such as

PENN STAR which is currently available and is in use in several of this board's

schools (6% as reported in question 6). The PENN STAR program runs only on

APPLE and IBM computers however, and, since in 1987-88, question 3 indicated only
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5% of grade schools and 14% of high schools had Apple com~:lUlers the use of PENN

STAR would have required Ihe purchase of the computer itself.

The 1989·90 survey indicated that 86% of the schools now have 1 or

more Apple Computers. Special Education teachers should, consequently, be ;Iblc

to broaden their uses for compulers to include student program monitoring.

An additional factor considered to affect strongly a teacher's decision

to use microcomputers was the availability of in-service training. Questionnaire item

10 provided information regarding whether these teachers had attended an inscrv;ce

session over the past ycar or twO years. Analysis of thc data on this item was used

to determine whether inservice attendance is affected by the level of use of the

technology. What amount of in-service lime teachers recommend be allocated tn this

technology, and what the predomin.1nt subject areas "i interest are 10 these teachers

all are factors expected to affect use of the inno'J3tion. The question was answered

by calculating the percentage of responses 10 questionnaire item 10 using the raw

data. Based on the 1987-88 survey, only 19% of teachers reponed 'attending a

workshop 2 years ago'; 26% of grade schools and 17% of high school special

education leachers reported 'attending a workshop within the past year'. This would

appear to account for the lack of 'computer e.~perience' and 'familiarity with

software' as indicated on questionnaire item S,

In the 1989-90 survey, 83% of grade school respondents and 57% of

high school respondents reported "attending a workshvp on computers within the past
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2 years"; 52% and 86% respectively "attended a workshop on computers within the

past year". This data appears 10 indicate that inservicing related to computers has

been on-going within this school board for the past 3 to 4 school years.

Analysis of te;lcher.reported needs in 1987-88 indicated 75% of grade

schools and 86% of high schools would be most interested in receiving a workshop

on the availability and use of Mathematics software. 65% and 71% on Reading

software. 70% and 57% on Language Am software, and 25% and 29% respectively

on software useful in other subject areas. It would appear that the predominant

concern in 1987-88 was with the core-curriculum subjects· Reading, Language Arts

and Mathematics.

In the 1989-90 survey. teacher.reported interest in workshops for

Mathemalics was slightly decreased from 75% to 67% for gTade schools and from

86% to 71% for high schools; The requeSt for workshops in computer use for

Reading was slightly decreased from 65% to 57% for grade schools and from 71%

to 43% for high schools. Interest in Language Arts workshops on computer use

decre'lSed slightly for grade schools from 70% to 67%, but increased gready from

57% to 86% for high schools.

The 1989·90 survey shoy'.:d a general decrease in "workshop interest

for !ll.h.c.r.....u of software" than the CORE curriculum subjects. Grade school

statistics indicated a drop from 25% to 5% while high school interest in other uses

remained about the same (at 29%).

Considering the information supplied by question 6. Mathematics
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software is fairly well distributed. and the Reading ..od L:tnguage Arts areas

(especially writing) should be the focus of immediate inservicing drom 10 mect the

expressed needs of these teachers.

~ Over the limespan of this study. was there a shift in the Stage o(

concern in this group of Special Educators?

Questionnaire items (1 and 12 were uRd to provide answers to this

qu¢stion. These items sought to provide informOltion regarding wh:lt past experience

any of these specialists have had in giving presentations on computer use, and whm

individuals are currently capable and interesled in stOlfr development efforts regarding

this technology. An additional consideration in answering question 7 concerned how

the option of 'having regular visits' from a school ho:ard consultant might comp:lre

with the choice of 'attending workshops' (as iodic:ul:d in Question lOa).

The question was answered by calculating percemages of'yes' responses

on questionnaire item 11 using the raw data. In the 1987·88 survey, only 15% of

grade schools and IH1 high school special education teachers reported having ever

given a presentation on CAl usc. Only 11% of the respondents reported being

capable, at present, of giving a workshop presentation on CAl to their peers.

By the 1989·90 survey date, there were still no more than 11% of the

respondems who reported being cap3ble of giving a workshop or presentation on

Computer A5sisted Instruction to their peers.

The concern for receiving inservice on CAl W3S reflected in the

response of 82% of grade schools and 100% of high school special education teachers
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preferring to have 'regular visits from a scr.ool board computer education consultant'.

The mode indicated for receiving inservice on CAllhrough workshops was 2.5 and

2.6 workshop days a ye.H for grade school and high school teachers respectively.

In 1987-88. the high school group indicated 43%· 1 day and 57% - 2

days maximum of workshop time, and grade schools indicated 39% - 1 day, 22%·

2 days. and 22% • more Ihan 2 days as being needed. The concern by grade school

Table 1~

Workshop Inservice Days

1 day

2 days

>2 days

Grade School
% reported

39%

22%

22%

High School
% reported

43%

57%

special education teachers is most likely related to their 'low amount of inservicing'

over the past 2 years (questionnaire item 10), the predominant categories of

exceptional students which they teach (questionnaire item 2), and somewhat \0 their

'perception for use' (in queslionnaire item 9).

In the 1989·9(1 survey, 95% of grade schools ar,d 86% of high schools

reported preferring "regular visits from a school board computer education
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consultantM
• The number of days indicated for receiving inservice on CAl through

workshops was increased generally from 72% previously wanting from 1 CO 2 days,

to 82% now wanting from 2 to nlOre th:ln 2 days a year. It would appear that the

large increase in numbers of computers provided to the schools has created a

renewed demand for inservicing. Teachers who have already had their computers lor

several years and who h,lYe had several workshops also aT': seeing a grealer need for

new infonnation.

The 1989-90 survey showed a general increase from 45% to 54% of

respondents have betw~en I and 4 computers per school, an increase from 34% to

46% who have from 5 to 10 computers per school. No one is without at least on~

computer (the increase having been from 83% in the 1987-88 survey to 100% in the

1989·90 survey). It should be reiterated here that only 14% report themselves 10 be

"rarely or not-at-all~ users of CAl, 82% report using CAl from 1 to 3 periods per

week. and that 4% report using CAl more than 3 periods per week. The figure of

82% renders the microcomputer a significant educatioml1 tool in Special Education

classrooms.

By the 1989·90 sUlvey, 100% of the respondents reponed that they

intend to use CAl for 2 to more than 2 periods per week ~if softw(lre plus a set of

CAl programs were developed for them", This is in keeping with the previollsly

stated statistic that 100% of speci:!1 educmion teachers' perspective is that compl'ters

are a valuable remedial teaching tool. It will be a challenge for the school board to

respond to the increase from 88% to 93% of special educators who now respond that
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there is a need to "have a computer consultant" and for "that person to provide

regular visits". This survey s:lmple, 75% of grade schools and 70% of high schools,

provided a good cross section of the teaching population of this school board. It is

hoped that the high response rate for both the 1987-88 and 1989-90 surveys will

enhance the reliability of the statistics obtained from the analysis of these data.

In order to ascertain whether there had been a shift in the Stage of

Concern for this group, it was necessary to analyze the data supplied in this survey

so as 10 get an indication of the 'Stage of Concern' of those teachers with this

innovation, Ie was also decided to factor analyze the data to determine if there was

any significant difference between high school versus grade school special education

teachers in their Stage of Concern.

The question wa<; answered by conducting a Hall's Seven Stages of

Concern analysis on each of the statements from the questionnaire. A listing of

these statements is found in Appendix E.

As described previously, for each of the Stages of Concern a raw

intensity score (percentage of respondents) was computed by totalling the responses

on each of the statements from the questionnaire (see Appendix E). From these

individual percentage scores a group mean score was calculated with each Stage of

Concern.

In addition, subgroup mean raw scores were calculated for each stage.

These subgroup mean raw scores were then 'convened to percentage mean raw scores

to enable the in . sligator to compare the high school group with the special
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educators in the grdde schools on each stage of concern.

Profiles showing the relative intensity of oo.'ccms on each stage were

constructed by graphing the p'!Tcentage scores on each stage. The profiles were

constructed using the group percentage me.:J.n scores and for each subgroup :lS

stratified to facilitate inlcrprcullion of the inform:uion

The interpreted data logether with the descriptive data from section

two was analyzed to provide answers to the questions posed in Ihis study relating to

each survey year 1987-88 and 1989-90, and to compare the two survey years for

similarities and differences.

The graph of the stages of concern data from the 1987·88 survey

produced a bimodal distribution with the respondents equally distributed between the

[W(. lobes. The lower lobe of the graph contained 34.8% of high school and 32.6%

of grade school respondents, while the upper lobe contained 36.8% of high school

and 32.1% of grade school respondents. This homogeneity indicated that the

percentages of grade school and high school special education teachef1 were equal

for their (e\'els of concern. The lower lobe consisted mostly of those between Stage

oand 2, and the upper lobe contained essenli311y those between stages 4 3nd 5.

These lower st3ge teachers were in tr3nsition from being nonusers to

users of the innovation, microcomputers. The nonusers have concerns high on stages

0, 1 and 2. They are more concerned about gaininr information (Stage I) or how

using the innovation will arrect them personally (Stage 2). As they begin to use the

innovation. Stage 3 (Management) concerns become higher and more inlense. The

results of gains in experience and skills with an innovation have a definite impact on

the system in which the individual worl.:.. As noted previously. when teachers
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Table 13

Stages of Concern

1987-88

Stage 0

Item Statement Grade High
Number School School Combined

% % %

26. I rate my experience with 27% 43% 31%
computers 1.

27. I rate my familiarity with 41% 43% 41%
software 1.

47. I have not attended a 77% 100% 83%
computer workshop within
the past 2 years.

48'70 62% 52%

Stage 1

26. I rate my experience with 41% 29% 38%
computers 2.

27. I rate my familiarity with 32% 29% 31%
software 2.

48. f have not attended a 64% 71% 66%
computer workshop within
the past year.

42. I spend less than 1 period 27% 14% 24%
per week on CAl programs.
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Item Statement Grade High
Number SchooL School C'ombined

% % %

Siage 2

26. I ratc my experience with 14% 14% 14%
computers 3.

27. r ratc my familiarity with 14% :"/% 17%
software 3.

48. Yes. I have anended a 18% 0% 14%
computer workshop within
the past 2 years.

42. I spend I 10 2 periods per 32% 29% 31%
week on CAl programs.

20% 18% 19%

SInge 3

26. 1 rate my experience with t~% 0% lO%
computers 4.

27. I rate my familiarity with 0% 0% 7%
software 4.

39. No, I have not determined 46% 43% 45%
the behavioural objectives
of my software programs.

48. Yes. I have attended a 23% 14% 21%
computer workshop within
the past year.

42. I spend more than 2 18% 57% 28%
periods / week on CAl
programs.

22% 23% 22%
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Item Statement Grade High
Number School School Combined

'70 % %

Stage 4

26. I fate my experience with 4.5% 14% 7%
computers 5.

27. I rate my f:>.miliarity ....ith 4.5% 0% 3.5%
softwar~ 5.

39. Y~ft, , have determined the 32% 57% 38%
behavioural objectives of
my software progmms.

40. Yes. [ would make mOre 32% 100% 48%
use of my computer if
mOTe software programs
were available 10 me.

56. Yes. I would like to ha\"e 68'70 100% 76%
regularvisilS from a
computer-educ3tion con-
sultant to my unit through.
out the school year.

28% 54% 35%

SI:lge 5

49. r would recommend 1/2 to I 46% 43% 45%
day of workshop lime / year.

50·53, J would be interested in 77% 100% 83%
tt.~ subject areas Mathematics.
La:lguage Arts. Reading, or
other.
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Item Statement Grade High
Number S-:nooJ School Combined

% % %

54. Ves, I have given a pres- 14% 0% 10%
entation on the use of
software programs.

46% 48% 47%

Stage 6

49. I would recommend 2 10 >2 36% 57% 41%
days of workshop time per
year.

55. Yes. I am interested in 9% 0% 7%
providing a presentation
at a future workshop.

23% 29% 24%

Table 14

Stages of Concern

1987-88

100
P 90
E 80
R 70
C 60
E 50
N 40
T 30

20
10
0
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became more experienced and 3killed with the innovalion, the tendency was for

concerns at Stages 4, 5 and 6 10 become more intense with a decrease in Stages 0,

1, 2 and 3. Because the higher stag~ iJld~viduals aTe aware of the impact of the

innovation on clients. they are usually unxious to work toward achieving its maximum

benefits for other potential users.

Hall proposed thaI the perct:ptions, feelings and concerns of people

experiencing the change process should be asse~:,ed since Ihis personal dimension is

critical to the adoption or rejection of an innovation (Hall et al., 1977).

Analysis of the between groups variance for the two subgroups. in the

1987-88 survey compared to the 1989-90 survey. indicated that there were only two

areas of signifi('~n: difference, ~hose being SI:lge 0 :lnd Stage 4.

St<lge 0 is indicative of non-users of the technology, while at the other

end of the scale Stage 4 indicales individuals who are anxious to maximize the

benefits of the innovation to their clients. and who are concerned about meeting the

needs of Olher potential l~sers. The non-user and users who are in a slage of

awareness or orientation to using microcomputers will need information specifically

about its value and the demnnds it plnces on the user \ind user system. These issues

are essential to make the transition into a stnge of personal use on a day-to-day basis.

The user will need assistance with mastering the tasks required for using the

innovatioil so as to progress in focus from self to the client and his/her us.::.

The user at the Singe 4 level of concern knows how to make routine

use of the innovation, and is making refinements to increase the impact on his/her
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Table 15

Slages of Concern

1989·90

Slage 0

Item Statement Grade High
Number School School Combined

% % %

26. I rale my experience wilh 0% 0% 0%
computers 1.

27. I rate my familiarity with 24% 29% 25%
software 1.

47. I have not attended a 14% 43% 21%
computer workshop within
the past 2 years.

13% 24% 15%

Stage 1

26. I f:lte my experience with 52% 57% 54%
computers 2.

27. I r:ne my familiarity with 33% 14% 29%
software 2.

48. I have not attended a 48% 14% 39%
computer workshop within
the past year.
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Item Statement Grade High
Number School School Combined

% % %

42. r spend less than t period :!O% 0% 14%
per week on CAl programs.

38% 21% 34%

Stage 2

26. I rate my experience with 29% 29% ,29%
computers 3.

27. I rate my familiarity with 29% 57% 36%
software 3.

48. Yes, I have attended a 71q'll 57% 68%
computer workshop within
the past 2 years.

42. I spend I to 2 periods per 48% 71% 54%
week on CAl programs.

44~·o 54% 46%

Siage 3

26. I rale my experience with 14% 0% 11%

computers 4.

27. I rate my familiarity with 10'70 0% 7%
software 4,

39. No, I have not determined 71% 57% 68%
the behavioural objectives
of my software programs.

48. Yes, I have attended a 52% 86% 61%
computer workshop within
the past year.
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Item Statement Grade High
Number School School Combined

% % %

42. I spend more than 2 21)% 29% 29%
periods / week on CAl
programs.

35% 34% 35%

Stage 4

26. f rate my experience with 5% 14% 7%
computers 5.

27. I rate my familiarity with 5% 0% 4%
software 5.

39. Yes, I have determined the 29% 43% 32%
behavioural objectives of
my software programs.

40. Yes. I would make more 100% 100% 1000/0
use of my computer if
more software programs
were aV3ilabie to me.

56. Yes. I would like to have 950/c 86% 93%
regular visits from a
computer-education can-
sultam to my unit through-
out the school year.

95% 86% 93%

Stage 5

49. I would recommend 1/2 10 1 10% 43% 18%
day of workshop lime / year.

50-53. [ would be interested in 91% 100% 93%
the subject areas Mathematics,
l....:lnguage Am. Reading, or
other.
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Item Statement Grade High
Number 5l:hool School Combined

% % %

54. Yes. I have given a pres· 10% l~% 11%
cmation on the use of
software programs.

37% 52% 41%

Stage I'i

49. I would recommend 2: to >2 91% 57% 82%
days of workshop time per
year.

55. Yes. I am interested in Wit 0% 7%
providing a presentation
at 3. future workshop_

5lKi 29% 45%

Tahle 16

P
E
R
C
E
N
T

Stages of Concern

1989·90
tOO /0'
90 / "-

~ / "-
60 _ I \

50 // / ...... " \

;~,/ " \
20 / \
w / \
o / \

Stages of Concern
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clients, Through interaction with colleagues. knowledge is gained concerning both

the short-term and long-term consequences for clients. This knowledge is acted upon

over time so as 10 reevaluate the quality of use of the innovation. The St3ge 5 anti

6 user seeks mnjor modifications of or alternatives 10 present innovations to ;!chicve

impact on clients. This leads to an examination of new developments in the field and

an exploration of new goals for self and for the user system,

The diagnostic component orlhe Concerns· Based Adoption Model was

applied to the introduction of microcomputers inlo schools, to provide a means of

assessing where teachers are, both individually and us a group. relative to the

implemenlalion of microcomputers. This is a first step in planning appropriate

interventions and guiding the success of future inservice programming.

The concerns and level of use of an individual or group relative to an

innovation, together with the adaption being attempted was assessed using principles

of this model.

The data collected (rom this assessment will be used in Chapter 5 to

prescribe interventions needed for an individual or group in order to improve the

likelihood of ch'::Jnge occurring.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM~IENDATIONS

Since the introduction of educational computers in 1975.

Inicrocomputer technology has been the subject of considerable discussion in

educational circles regarding its place and possible uses. Because of the v~rsali'iIY

and power of this technology and the potential for use in t:Jucation, educators h;lYe

given much Ihought to it as a technological innovation. The impact of thil'>

lechnology on our daily lives as seen in recent years implies that it is more than a

passing fad.

A large portion of the inili;l! discus1>ion aboUl the technology centered

on what students should be taught in order tn he able to function in a society in

which computers are prevalent and at wh:ll grade level "computer literacy" should be

introduced. Currently, it appears that more interest and research is focusing on using

Ihe microcomputer for communic:Hion hy the di~ahled. as a mode and manager of

instruction. and on the merits of using microcomputers for instruction in contrast to

other teaching strategies. However. insufficient consideration appears 10 have heen

given to the issue of the role and preparation of teachers to use Ihis new technology.

Comments made by White ([988) appear to be still valid today:

loitial work in the area of teacher education for this
technology focused on the competencies or knowledge
needed to control this tcchnolo!,'Y. There appears to be
no consensus. however, of t!le skill and knowledge
required to use the microcompllter for instructional
purposes. The dehate has followed a somewhat parallel
path to that evolving in th~ discul'tsioo of student
computer literacy.
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Most controversy surrounds the issue oflhe need for and
level of programming competence. Recent advances in
the ·user friendliness" of software has resulted in more
support for the view that proficiency in programming is
unnecessary and empha.~is on it probably results in
increased computerphobia.

In spite of the debat~ over the skills needed, there
appears to be little disagreement about the need for
preparation of leachers to use this tecbnology. Due to
stable teaching staffs and lack of undergraduate
preparation bolh in the past and presently, it appears
that staff development is required to ensure a teaching
population competent in the use of the technology.
(p.87)

White (1988) notes that the majority of initial attempts at providing

such staff development has followed the pattern prevalent in education - the

"oneshot, one day workshop, with little or no follow up to ensure continued use,

predominates,"

Evaluation of this type of stafl' development has indicated that the

results are less than satisfactory for implementation of innovations (Pepper/Wood

EL-Hi Report, 1986). Successful implementation requires more than a single day

one-shot workshop to introduce teachers to a change and then expect them to feel

prepared to Ilse the innovation proficiently. Research has shown that for change to

be successful. teachers must exhibit the change on a long-term basis and this requires

a well-planned. comprehensive. and ongoing staff development program.

Hall (1978, p. 4) points out thatlhe full description of the innovation

is a key variable, and that all too frequently it appears that innovation developers

have not dearly or fully developed operational definitions of their innovations. h is
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important that change facilitators and teachers alike know what the innovation is

supposed to look like when ;t is implemented and when it is fully in use.

In planning for staff development. it is import anI 10 determine tCOlchers'

attitudes towards. reactions to. and uses of the proposed innovation. This study

3nempterJ to determine the uses. re3clions. and plans of leachers to use lhi~

innovation by assessing their concerns. in parlicular the concerns of special education

teachers of one mojor school hoard within the province of Ne\~foundland ;lnd

Labrador. The assessmel'l1 of the inten~il;.' of their concerns plus a ftllow·up study

was considered to be needed as an ev:i1l1at;(ln of (he implementation dfort at the

school district level. Ttl Jelermine if differenti~l pluns were necessury for various

groups, the slUdy also sought to find factors that may have infJuencel\ these concerns

for the high school group of te~chers versus the gmde school level of teachers in

special education.

The analysis of th~ findings of this study should shed some light on a

proposed definiti'ln of the innov~!ion. better known as Computer Assisted

Instruction, and provide change facilitators with some direction in hypothesizing what

its full implementation with teaching will he like through the use of the Cont:erns

Based Adoption Model.

This sludy allcmpteu 10 dclcrmira: if difference.~ existed hetween

various groups, grade school versus high school. and the intensity of concerns were

compared fvr the tWll groups with such factors as availability of microcomputers, the

type of computers used. the numher of computers, and the location of the computers
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which were all considered to be potential factors influencing teachers concerns.

Finally, Ihe choice between workshop inservicing versus visits to Ihe school by :J.

computer specialist were considered as a variable which could have a profound

impact on teacher concerns about this innovation, the microcomputer.

By the end of 1986, the Adams and Fueh's research in the United

States had revealed that the percentage increase in the number of microcomputers

in spedal education was even higher than Ihe regular grade levels. They cautioned

educators to be mindful of the various stages through which they will pass in

implementing this new computer technology on a widespread basis. Beyond the

stages of gaining information and learning how the lechnologyworks, they noted that,

in the final analysis, the full adoption of the innovation comes down [Q Ihe classroom

teacher knowing enough about learning and the characteristics of effective instruction

to make instructional judgemenls about com~uter courseware.

The population studied for the present investigation was those special

education teachers in one major school board of the province of Newfoundland and

Labrador for the school year 1987/88 and compared 10 data analyzed for a follow-up

survey in 1989/90. A sample consisting of 138 special education teachers within 38

schools was chosen, and data collecled regarding the availability of rr.icrocomputers,

teachers' knowledge, and their concerns about microcomputers and inservice on

computer use were assessed. The sample WOlS stratified into two different subgroups

for the purpose of data analysis.
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The study was conducted using a survey questionnaire (Appendix A).

The qut:stionnaire used was a modified version of the Stages of (" "':=ern which had

'ueen postulated by Hall and Loucks (1978).

During the spring of the 1987/88 school )'C3r, the questionnaires were

distributed to the principal of each of the 38 schools selected. Each sped;11

education unit received a questionnaire to complete and return to the pril'cipal

within a two-week period. Upon receipt of the completed questionnaires the

principals were to return them to the investigator.

In addition 10 collecting data rel:..ted 10 th-l concerns of teachers,

certain other data were collected. Information was obtained relating to the leachers'

familiarity and background with inservice training in general and specifically with

reference to the microcomputer. D<lta were obt:lined about the composition uf

teacher's instructional groups as well as the grade level taugh!. The number and

location(s) of microcomputers prc!>ent in €.Ich school and information relating to

software programs were also determined together with teachers' ex\.erience with

microcomputers.

The information collected on teacher concerns, together with the

information collected on the other questions. provided the d,l.ta for analysis. A

discussion of the results of this study follows in the next section.

mwmioD of the Resul!!i

The results of this study wc:re presented on a question·by-question basis

in Chapter IV. This seclion will provide a discussion of these results. Prior to that.
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tIle impact of the response rale and scope of the study will be discussed together with

possible explanations for the response received.

or the total of 38 schools sanJpled. only 28 respcnded. resulting in a

response rale of approximately 75%. This response rate was better than expected

but less than the ideal 100%. Any discussions of \;JC= results of this sNdy must be

done being fully cognizant of this response TatC and of the limitation of ;his study 10

only one school Ooard. Several pr"bable reasons can be surmised to try to explain

the missing 25% of re.~pondents. 1be researe". method employed. being the mailed

survey questionnaire, has a history of low response rates (Dillman, 1978; Kanuk and

Berenson, 1978) but was used despite this inhl.~~ .. t problem because of the

advantages discussed in Chapter III. In addition, in t~e 1987/88 survey. it may be

that both teachers and principals questioned the applicability of the study to them

since either they had no experience with microcomputers or their schools had no

machines in use. Re5pondents sharing this view probably did not respond, thus

affecting the response rate. In the 1989/90 survey. it is apparent that the similar

response Tale bears out Dillman's (1978) and the Kanuk and Berenson (1'-118)

findings once again. In general, however, there wei'e fewer incomplete responses to

questions. and fewer blank sections noted on the questionnaires which means that the

leachers to whom the principals distribuled the questionnaires have had more contact

with computers or at least have been exposed to computers in their schools. The

repeated low response rate on the 1989/90 survey rnay also be explained in that
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those individuals who failed to respond on the 1987/88 survey perhaps have a hislory

of refusing to complete questionnaire surveys and simply followed the same pattern

two years later.

Due to the low response rate and limitations of the sample for this

study, inferences will be valid only for those who respond<;:d. Projections of these

results to the teaching population of Newfoundland and Labrador must take into

account the low response f:lle and the limited scope of this st. dy and hence their

implications for generalizability. In spite of these limitations, certain new hypotheses

can be generated that could be resolved in future work.

This study found that the majority of the teachers responding had the

highesl imensity of concerns on one of the middle three stages or levels (see graph.

Table 16). These Ihree· Informational, Personal, ana Managemenl . are associated

with concerns aboLlI the use and impact in relation to the innovation. Persons having

these concerns as most intense are typical of beginning u·,ers of the innovation (Hall

el aI., 1977; Adams and Fuchs. 1986). This was borne out in the fact that by

1989/90, approximately 80% of the respondents had used the microcompuler for

instructional purposes.

The study also attempted to determine how extensively each user used

the microcomputer, and by 1989/90,90% of the respontlems indicated that they

would classify themselves as either novice users or moderate users. A further

breakdown revealed that 46% of the respondenls had most intense concerns on
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either the Personal and Management levels or to some extent were entering into the

Co~quence level.

The profile of this group of special education teachers showed that the

mean percentile scores fot this group arc highest on the middle three stages, while

the upper two levels· Collaboration and Refocusing· showed lower intensity of

concern especially for the grade school group. These resullS are similar to those

found by othtrs (Cicchelli and Braecher. 1935; Wed man and Heller. 1984: Wedman

el Olio, 1986; Whiteside and James, 1986) :lboUI the concerns of teachers in the early

stages of receiving insclVice on a technological innovation.

The initinl low intensity on task and impact concerns. seen in the

1987/88 survey. was mosllikely due to the limited use or nonuse of this technology

by the majority of teachers. Hall et al. (1977) indicu.ted that with increased use of

the new technology. these concerns become aroused and more intense. The existence

of a one-to-one rel:nionship between level of lise and the level of concern has been

postulated (Loucks and Hall, 1977) and appears to be reOected in these results.

These results have implications for the design of staff development

activities for those who responded and as "·ell for all teachers of the province where

an implementation effort in microcomputer teacher education is to be undertaken.

If one could assume that the majority of the respondents in the 1989/90 survey had

experienced very little or no change with their u~e of microcomputers since 1987/88,

they would most likc:ly cominue 10 have their most intense concerns on the

Awareness and Informational stages. It was decided in the design of this study, that
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this hypothesis could be tesled by administering a Stages of Concern Questionnaire

10 the 1987/88 group and readministering it at a later date, 1989/90 10 the sa~

group. Since they had been slated ro~ inservice activity during the years following the

initial delivery of the lueslionnaire. a restudy in 1989/90 would confirm whether

higher level concerns existed at the later dale.

The high intensity of arousal of concerns at onc level requires

resolution prior to any incre:lse in the intensity of concerns at the higher levels. This

resolution can be accomplished through provision of staff development targeted at

the resolving of issues related to these concerns, such as exist with regard to the use

of microcomputers in the field of education.

At the Awareness stage, teachers are nOl likely to he exces.\ively

concerned aboulthe microcomputer or involved with it. Siaff development to such

a group should include informalion thai will make the teachers more aware or the

microcomputer and its potenlial for education.

Groups of teachers who are found 10 be on Ihe Informational level

have only a general awareness of the microcomputer bUI are seeking more

information about it. To resolve these concerns, teachers should be provided with

general information about the technology, what it is, how it wmks. what its

capabilities are, what will be required in order to use it, and what are its effects.

Some information about software available for computers and some experience with

the operation of that software on the microcomputer should be provided. It is most

imponant that continued contnct be carried out following any inservice encounter on
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unfamiliar technological innovations such as the microcomputer. No concentration

should be given to programming with teachers at Ihis level. and those who have an

interest in programming could pursue it on their own or at a later date when

inservice provides it. Teachers should be made aware that to successfully use

computer technology does not require knowledge or extensive background in BASIC

or any other programming language.

At the Personn] level of Hall's ~lages of Concern. teachers afe

concerned about the demands that the new technology will place on them and how

well they can cope with these new demands. Te3chers should be reassured that

keeping up with this technology will not become a burden for them but that aid will

be fr.o:quencJy provided to Ihem and thaI COSt will nOI be a prohibitive factor.

Various utility software such as the PENN STAR individualized program planner,

and word processing software should be illustrated at this level to show teachers how

it can aid them in their every day work.

Mnnagemem use of the computer such as to calculate marks or to

produce schedules. and instructional uses such as to print out posters or to save

worksheets are uses that all teachers could benefit from. Staff development for lhis

group could concentrate on specific inform'llion nbout computer technology and

about the types of software avail<lole ~or various subject areas, especially the core

curriculum subjects. It is imponant Ihat no allempt be made to present impact level

concerns at this time since they are not most intense (Anderson, 1983). Attempts to

do so may arouse these levels of concern~ prior to the resolution of personal and
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task..-oriented concerns.

Teachers must feel comfortable with the use of the technology in their

instruction br ·... re concerns of the higher levels 3rc broached. No emphasis should

be placed on the impact of the technology on students al the early stages of

implementation, nor should excessive time be spent on dealing with the charting of

use of the microcomputer in the classroom setting. As the self·oriented and task·

oriented concerns, such as d3ily scheduling for use and the acquisition of suitable

software are resolved. then the concerns related to impaci on the student and on the

system in which the teacher works will. naturally. become more intense. These

should be resolved on an individual basis through staff development targeting those

specific concerns.

Teachers whose concerns are beyond ~'lanagement and Consequence

stages and more at the Collaboration and Refocusing levels, could be identified in

each school districl. They could be approached for their service as instructors for

staff development for their colleagues. At some point when invesligation reveals

enough teachers at the Collaboration and Refocusing concern levels, then staff

development activities by the school board should be provided in order for the issues

and concerns to be resolved.

This study has shown thaI microcomputers are present in 100% of the

schools responding, and that by 19S9/QO apprmimalely 80% of the teachers were

using them for instructional purposes. This level of use of microcomputers is due in

large measure to the availability of the machines. however, the lack of teacher
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educalionrcgarding software programs available (orcomputcrs (noted in the 1989/90

survey) is another imporlant factor limiting their potential use. This could be

corrected in part by beginning a staff development program based on the levels of

concern assessed in this study.

This study :lIsa attempted to determine if different groups of teachers

had different concerns. The results of analyzing the concerns of teachers at the

grade school level and at the senior high level were somewhat unexpected. It was

assumed that the stnge of concerns of grade schoolteachers would be more differenl

from that of the high school teachers by the 1989/90 survey date. It appears,

however. that the concerns of grade school and high schoolteacher groups are more

closely related and that the initial gap seen in 1987/88 has closed. While the most

intense concerns are :ltlhe task and personal levels. the concerns vary quite a bit and

both grade school and high school special education teachers have Consequence

concerns in common. The lower self-orienled concerns of the grade school teachers

and the slightly higher Consequences and Collaboration concerns of high school

teachers could be Ihe result of many factors. For high school teachers. the

differences may result from microcompUlers already being present in Ihese schools

for several years. It is likely that their awareness or computers in the school and

discussion with colle:lgues who teach the Computer Studies 2206 course may have

'-esolved their lower order concerns to some extenl. The closing of the gap between

the grade levels by the time of the second survey may reOect the rapid development

of a strongly positive anitude IOw:mJ the microcomputer in that some of these
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teachers feel that the tcaching strategies they presently use are adequate but could

accommodate intervention by the new technological approach.

The presence of microcompUlers in the grade schools over the past two

years may likely explain the more intense task·oriehted concerns and decreased

awareness and informational concerns. This does nOl explain. however, the generally

higher level of concern for grllde school teachers on almost all stages. An additional

explanation for the high school tcacher group being slightly higher on the

Collaboration stage is likely the fact that they have had more opportunity for

evaluation of the technology and consequently arc anxious to work toward achieving

maximum benefits of the innovation for other potential users.

The simil:lr high intensity on t<lsk-oriented concerns for all groups has

some implications for staff development. It appears Il,,1t it may not be necessary to

have different programs for teachers in these different setting.,; since their initial

concerns on Stages O. I, and:! based on the 19H7/88 survey are now shifted upward,

in 1989/90, predominantly 10 Stages 2. 3. and 4. Infurmation from questions 9, 10,

and 11 of Ihe questionnaire indicate that different aClivities need 10 be developed for

some teacher groups beyond the resolution of task and impact-oriented concerns.

These could include such topics as the availability of software specific to the subjects

which they teach, informal ion regarding the evaluation of software, and the

identificntion of coaches nmong their colleagues who could model the best uses of

software for instruction. Due to Ihe r,lpid incrense in movement along the

continuum of concerns. the intensity of concerns should <lgain be assessed following
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the next ~ar of staff development activities. The coming year's inservice may gr~atly

influence the arousal of these higher order concerns. later assessment may show

greater differences between the grade school and high school groups due 10 the

likelihood of Ihe more cKperienced leachers engaging in the process of Refocusing

as they evaluate how the system has progressed in its use of computer technology in

education.

This study has shown a fairly rapid mo\'cment along the conlinuum of

the Hall's Stages of Concern. This confirms the hypOlhcsis of. The eBAM

(Concerns-Based Adoption Model) thai as use increases. higher level concerns

become more intense lind lower level ones become le,ss intense. Tables 14 and 16

confinn this difference in levels of concerns from the 1987/8810 the 1989/90 survey.

A5 an outcome of finding that there are several individuals who are at

the highest levels of Collaboration and Refocusing concerns. this could have an

impact on the provision of inservicing within this school board. Those teachers who

are already experienced in using the microcomputer for Computer Assisted

Instruction could assist with the staff developmenl program and thus alleviate the

load that usually becomes placed on the shoulders of one coordinator. For these

individuals. separate inservice could be sel up 3nd a variety of course levels could be

devised to accommodale the variety of levels of concerns presented by teachers along

the Stages of Concern continuum. These te3cher coaches could alternatively be

divided into regional resource persons whose role could be to approach any teachers

who have computers but who are e:'lperiencing frustration with first use and trial with
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the innovation.

The implications of this study for Ihi: staff developer or other change

facilitators is that they need to work in :In adaptive yet systematic way while staying

in constant touch with the progress of individuals within the larger context of the

total organization that is supporting the ch3nge. This requires the constant

assessment and reassessment of the change process.

Hall and lnucks (1978. p, 38) note that the facilitator must remain

aware at all limes of the "ripple effecl~ that chtlnge may have on other partS of the

system.

The lack of a 100% response r:He will without a doubt be a factor

which influences the intensity of concerns levels evidenced in this analysis. The

author surmises that the l:lck of responses was fmrn individuals with either a lack of

interest or a lack of knowledge and information, :.Ind that the lack of response

probably deflated the magnilude of intensity that would have heen expressed on the

Stage 0, 1, and 2 oriented concerns. This coulu only be confirmed by an indepth

foHowup to this survey by administering the Stages of Concern Questionnaire

personally to each school. The questionnaire could be adminislered more broauly

10 Ihe entire province by the Department of Education 10 ensure greater pOlential

response and generalizahility of the re~ulls, or co\lld he administered by another

researcher engaged in thesis study.

The results of lilis study. though affected by the limited sample size,

have implications for Ihe implementation of microcomputers in any school or school
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board.

The discussion of the literature from the previous section of this paper,

noted that computers can act as a stimulus in many special learning situations across

the spectrum of menial and physical handicaps. It can be used as a communications

vehicle between the individual and others in his or her environment, and it can be

a concrete pnrt of a disabled person's (cal life environmem at home Or in the work

place. For slow learners and those wilh specific learning disabilities. microcomputers

can provide the right level of drill and practice. repetition fOf mastery. and success

with learning, thus enabling them to approach subjects they were previously either

failing or unable to keep up with.

It is the job of the teacher 10 decide the relationship of the technology

to the instructional goals (Adams & Fuchs. 1986. pp. 164-165). Computer controlled

instructional technology is beginning to playa large role in providing valuable and

professionally required life-long learning e;'(periences. It affects the knowledge base

of instruction and how we access knowledge. Computers are used in many electronic

appliances and machines. and in the various areas of industry such as banking.

vehicle electronic analysis. and in libr.aries. Hence. computer information has

applications to all levels of special erJuc:.J.lion from TMH classes and regular special

education remediation to work experience ood vocational training courses. But it is

the professional altitude toward innovation on the part of the teacher that is a key

faclor for permanent change in Ihe nature of how knowledge is accessed. Guidelines
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for computer applications are just starting to be developed into conceptualized

frameworks, and teachers are the ones who must mume Te5ponsible leadenhip

positions in shaping the educ;uionOlI use of computer technology.

Educational computing has evolved from 1980. To make the most

effective use of hUllkln-electronic tool partnerships educators must lenm to sift the

good software programs from the mediocre (Adams &. Fuchs. 1986. p. 119). With

hundreds of samples of softv.'are to choose from. teachers couldn't possibly sample

everything themselves. Like books. software programs are viewed as good. bad, and

indifferenl. In fact, many of the evaluation techniques llsed with print materials can

also be successfully applied to computer softwnre. Some pr;lCIical spedfic questions

Ihat curriculum coordinators and teacher!; alike can build into the evaluation process

1. Does the soft.....are meet the memory .Hld aUention span demands of

your students1

2. Can the courseware be modified 10 meet individual requirements1

3. Can it be adjusted to the le:uning style of the user1

4. Educ:llion is an increasingly visual process. Arc the aesthetics and

graphics (visual processing) dynamic and appropriate1

5. Does the softv>'are make use of the unique qualities of the computer'?

6. Does it meet instructional objectives· and is it educationally sound?

7. Are higher order thinking skills involved in the compuu~r lesson?

8. Can the children understand the language level?
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Does the courscwnre give appropriate feedback?

10. Does the software free the teacher for more rewarding and challenging

teaching?

Evaluating software does not have to be a long tedious task.

(Adams & Fuchs, 1986, p. 117)

Goldman el al. (1987) caution against reacting idiosyncratically to

microcomputer technology. Their research showed that many school districts were

reacting by rapidly acquiring microcomputers while failin~' to have in place definite

policies and practices on microcomputer acquisition. allocation, access, or use, How

microcomputers are to be used, leacher preparation for instructional uses of

microcomputers, which students get to use them and for how 10ng, appear to be

related to complex v:lriahles including the student's educational program and age,

They recommend clme interaction belween regular and special education personnel

with the administr,Hion regarding uecisillns relative 10 number of computers to be

acquired by a school, policies on software acquisition, allocation and access, and the

formation of organizational structures such as microcomputer committees and ~taff

development programs. Their research data indicated a movement away from having

a designated staff position exclusively associated with the microcomputer educational

program, to providing training and skill development opportunities to all the existing

staff of a school. Where districts are large, they recommend employing a specific

microcomputer specialist responsihle for coordinating and implementing staff

microcomputer in~trUClinn.
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Goldman et al. (1987. p. 338) comment that it is likely that greater

differentiation of the microcomputer training of special compared to regular

education teachers will occur as each group gets beyond basic and intraduclol y levels

of microcomputer adoption. In particular. they would expect differential software

needs to emerge as teachers identify ways to optimize microcomputer efr~cts for

different types of students. Potentially, these different needs may mandate different

types of training activities.

One such area is the requirement in Special Educmi?" for writing

Individualized Education Plans (IEPs). Adams and Fuchs (1986, p. 99) comment that

IEPs are an essential part of education for children with special needs, and a"vise

strongly the use of new IEP microcomputer programs. They place the responsibility

upon the special education teacher and the regular classroom teacher for providing

adaptations of the regular curriculum to meet lhe needs of special SlUdents. They

caution that there is more to meeting special need~ than simply supplying compulers

to schools and soflware to teachers, and that staff development is the key

consideration in conjunction wilh cost. Teachers mUSI be involved in determining

how computers can best assist them, for they are lhe ones who must put any program

into operation.

Adams and Fuchs (1986, p. 1(6), in nOling that leachers were among

the first to accept the new technology, comment that computer use in the classroom

may be the first major change to move from the hallam of the educational hierarchy

up, rather than from the top down. They can be quoted as saying, "When teachers
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have a hand in making decisions and suggesting what changes are desirable and

necessary, changes will take on greater creclibilitf than if the 'experts' or authority

figures initiate the type and direction of change {po 166).w Their recommendation is

that teachers and administrators from the same school or school district enrol in any

wnrkshop together so as to enhance the communicative environment and create a

support group of colleagues and administrators that will carry over to later

communication on a day to day basis. They also point out that taking on the feeling

of ownership of this technology will increase both the likelihood, intensity, and

legitimacy of changf.

The -;:urrent research data nn the ml.' "ement in education towards

micrommputer use, seen in this study, reflects a mixture of centralized and

decentralized activity. It can be predicted that special educatirm programs involved

in CAl will move toward more formal communicative structures that involve

personnel at all levels in the system (e.g., microcomputer commiuees, university

education programs, and task forces) as programs in the schools develop. This trend

will likely be seen in the develolJ.llem of both informal and formal communication

networks around microcomputer hardware, software, and the training aspects of CAl

Goldman el al. (1987, p.339) anticipated that, within special education programs, as

knowledge about microcomputers, particularly effective software, increases in terms

of amount (depth) and dissemination (breadth), microcomputer usage w;th

handicapped students will be increasingly optimized for effectiveness. Such effective

use of technology will depend on the availability of knowledgeable personnel and on
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software that is flexible and that can be readily adapted to individual needs.

In this study, by 1989/90. 60% of the respondents rated their

experience with computers as 'low', indicating that their training to use computers in

the classroom was inadequate. The level of expertise can only be raised if the issues

in using CAl are addressed. Stevens (l9S0. pp. 228-229) notes the three major

obstacles to the implementation of computers to be specifically (a) the lack of

hardware, (b) the lack of quality software, and (c) the lack afknowledgeable teachers

and support staff. She recommends that teachers he provided reasonable access to

adequate computer facilities and to courses <limed at acquiring computer literacy.

She points out that teacher educators need to have acquired the skills and

competencies related to instructional applic:ltions of computers hefore they can be

expected to eff~ctively implement preservice or inservice programs. How educators

perceive the role of computers in the classroom is profoundly affected by their

preservice and inservice training. If teacher-educators are knowledgeable about

instructional computing and can impart their skill and knowledge 10 those teachers

who learn from them. it is a likely outcome Ihat this will maximize the success of

computers in education at all levels of the educational spectrum.

Much of the current focus of research into Teacher Training for

computer use is on the provision of courses. In the mid·1980's general courses were

prepared by TV Ontario and ACCESS in Alberta which were instrumental in

de mystifying the technology and demonstr:lting Ihe uses of the new technology for

education (Pepper Wood E[·hi Repon. 1986. p. 65).
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Most school boards al(: now at a stage of providing an introductory

course for their teachel'5, with some going beyond an imroductory component.

Teachers with prcuimity to universities can enrol in both credit and non-credit

courses.

But what of the composition of introductory courses? What are the

components of such courses. and is there a sequence to their content beyond the

introductory level course? In a 1986 survey of computer education courses in

Canadian Faculties of Education by Collis & Muir (1986, pp. 64·65) the following list

of categories of undergraduate credit courses was compiled:

Categories of Undergraduate Credit Courses

Category

A. General, Introductory

B. Second·level, General Course

C. Curriculum Applications:
General
Specific Subject

D. Curriculum and [nstruction for
Computer Science Tea, 'lers

E. Programming

F. Software Evaluation, Design, and AUlhoring

G. Computers and Specific Groups of Users

H. Specific Types of Uses of Computers

I. Other 45

Total

Number of Courses

45

29

13
38

16

31

21

17

30

20

260
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Each of the courses was categorized as best matching one of nine

Group A, general introductory courses, vary in their
content but typically include a survey of practical
applications of computers in education, including
administrative uses; some introduction to applications
software, such as word processing; some instruction
about the computer itself; and experiences in the
evaluation of educational software.

Group B, second-level general courses, typically include
a more intensive look at the same categories of topics
covered in introductory courses. Programming of a
simple instructional progwm is often a component of
group B courses.

Group C consists of courses that focus on the use of the
computer for instruction in specific curriculum areas. 13
out of 260 courses studied by Collis & Muir, addressed
curriculum in general and the rest relate to specific
areas, including Mathematics, Language Arts, French
language instruction. and Business education.

Group 0 includes courses aimed specifically at content
and methodology appropriate for secondary level
computer science instruction.

Group E consists of courses focusing on programming;
11 oflhe 31 courses in this group were based on lOGO,
3 specifically involved BASIC programming, and 1
focused on PASCAL

Group F, which includes courses involving design and
construction of educational sofTware, presumably
involves some programming instrUt:tion as well.

Group G includes courses focused on the use of
computers by specific groups of users including
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administrators, special education students, and primary
and pre-school students. AJso in this group are courses
that prepare tcachers to be computer-resource persons
in their own educational communities, and to be a
Computers in the Classroom Specialist.

Group H courses focus on specific uses of computers in
educational settings, such as word processing,
simulations. student management, use of databases, and
telecommunications.

The last category, Group I includes a variety of courses
which offer such topics as Computers and Society,
Computers at School and Home. and the Use of
Computers for Testing and Diagnosis. (p. 65)

The considerable variety of undergraduate courses, taken together,

provides a thorough representation of Ihis new area of study, Computers in

Education. While a consensus about the scope of the area is emerging, there is still

a need for a clear pattern or sequence of courses. Where introductory

undergraduate courses stem from Group A, perhaps the second level topics could be

drawn from courses in Groups Band G.

The Collis & Muir study (p. 69) reported that the use of computers in

education has been accepted by virtually every faculty of education in Canadian

Universities as appropriate for formal course fn~truction. They also show that the

growth in the number of courses has not yet been matched by a cohesiveness of

opinion with regard to the nature of computer education. This reflects the lack of

consensus in the education profession, generally, with regard to questions such as the

following:
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Is computer education a new discipline or a methodological adjunct to existing
areas of study?

2. Given the newness of the area, and the lack of consensus regarding it. what
background experiences and qualifications do the instructors of the 345 credit
courses share?

3. For which teachers are computer education courses appropriate or even
necessary?

4. Should teachers receive some of their basic computer-related coursework in
computer science departments rather than in facullies of education?

S. To what extent does the content of general introductory courses duplicate that
of non-credit inservice. experiences already available 10 teachers through
school district or professional association activity? (Collis & Muir, 1986)

Since the purpose of the Collis & Muir study was to describe the

current stage ofcomputer education in Canadian universities, questions such as these

remain to be answered. However, the diversity of current course offerings indicates

a need for greater communication among those involved, so that a consensus

regarding the range of concepts and skills appropriate to computer education can

emerge (p. 69).

RtcommendalioD§

The discussions of the results of recent research, in the previous

section, outlined potential approaches to providing staff development for teachers

about microcomputers in the classroom. These suggestions were based on the

concerns levels expressed by teachers in studies carried out by a variety of

researchers and by this author in 1987/88 and a replication in 1989/90.
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The review of Ihe literature indicates that a need exists to provide staff

development for teachers in the area of microcomputer education.

This study has assessed the concerns of a small group of teachers about this

technology· being Sped:!.1 Education teachers in one school board of the province

of Newfoundland and Labrador. As staff development in this area is becoming a

growing concern, Ihc necessity is ::lIsa arising fOr completing more indeplh and more

frequent surveys of the implementation efforts and their outcomes.

The developmem of 0. comprehensive staff development plan to deal

with computer use must be a part of any well·planned education policy. Fino.ncing

is a serious consideration. and unless guided hy informed policy, schools could

expend exorbitant amounts of money up fronl only to realize later that the hardware

or software are not the brands or types endorsed for development by either their

school board or their provincial department of education. A developmental plan

based on a long-term gradual effort '....auld f3ciliul.te the implementation withoul the

strain of an immediate and exorbitant budgetary expenditure.

Any plan should not consiSI only of budgetary provisions for Ihe

purchase of a specified number of computers. As research in this paper has shown.

implementation does not result only from the decision to adopt this technology.

Implementation alld further development come about when planning, action, and

tcacher input form the important components of the long-term educational plan.

The purchase of microcomputers for schools does not ensure use. This point is

bourne out in the case of the province of Alherta which. by 1985. had approximately
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one computer for every 19 students as the result of an extensive government

purchasing agreement. In spite of the large amount of hardware, it wa~ shuwn hy

Petruk (1985) that only 26.6% of the teachers were using the microcomputers. This

lead to the acknowledgement of the need for action in developing a tC1M:hcr

education program aimed at realizing the benefits of the investment already made.

Inservice training needs to be more than someone with a compuler

background being designated to help teachers. Some general guidelines for staff

development arc to involve a whole range of people and skills and to train some

local ~expert" within each school for on-site long-term teaching (Adams & Fuchs,

1986, p. 168). Alas, programs in teacher training with the innovation must he hlL"cd

on research, learning theory, and sound educational practice.

A number of pilot projects could he recommended for use in this

regard to explore new ways of implementing courseware and computers into the

classroom. The instructor's job will be to assess the needs and responses of the

students during daily lessons. This information can then be fed back in\(l the

evaluation process for making decisions about software and its uses in the educative

process.

) would appear that the first step in any action plan to involve

computers in education must be to work on the development of a comprehensive

computer education policy. This policy, as a result of input from many sources·

teachers, teacher educators. students, parents, and society at large, would create an

atmosphere of collegiality and draw from the knowledge and experience of 311
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concerned. This policy should include morc significam issues Ihan the decision about

the type or brand of hardware to be used.

Vitally important is the delermin:l.lion of those groups 10 whom

Computer Assisted Instruction (CAl) is being provided and for whom it is beSt

intenc'~-i. This study focused on the area of Special Education where a major thrust

inlo the US~ · ....AI is being undertaken. Beyond Ihe findings of Ihis study that large

percentages of cerebral palsied. physically handicapped. moderately and mildly

mentally handicapped. learning disabled. and regular spedal education student.s are

receiving CAl. the eXlent of CAl use in ww.l.iu euuc:Hion classrooms should receive

:U1ention. The purpose of such a study woultJ he 10 broaden knowledge about the

group of regular classroom teachers (i.e., the non-special education teachers) for

whom inservice programs in the immediate future could be designed.

As previously noted by Graystone (1983 in Hopkins, p. 37), the

responsibility lies within the educational system to incorporate uses of

microcomputers into instruction in all subject areas. There is a wide variety of uses

and -modes for use- of microcomputers in Computer Assisted Instruction. Beyond

their use for lutorials and for drill and practice. Blanchard. Mason, and Daniel (1987)

list such uses as word processing, numerical analysis, simulation of science and

geological processes, and design. The po~sibilitie~ for educational use of computers.

according to Kinser (19Ht'i) are new and exciting, Students and teachers alike should

be made aware of iillthe possibilities for computer use in education and in society,

for example: voice synthesis, voice recognition. design in engineering, painting and
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music, plus linkage to a greal variety of peripheral devices such as telephones,

printers. and modified keyboards.

fn addition to an educational policy which reflects a thorough

knowledge of the computer field, the focus of current efforts should be on

developing "computer Iiterate~ teachers who have as a result of preservice and

inservice activities. the ability to use this technology and a knowledge of a variety of

available educational software for supplementing instruction in a variety of subjects.

Simply being vaguely aware of computers will not he enough to use computer.;

successfully in the classroom or to prepare students for the future.

The term "computer literacy" ha.~ heen greatly overused in the past to

the point of ambiguity; it means different things 10 different people, Adams & Fuchs

(1986, p, 167) define it as "the ability to cope comfortably and effectively with

computerorelated technology~. Their 'application level' in educational computing

implies ~dt:monstrated skill in selecting and eV3luuting software. implementing

computer-based instruction, and adapting activities and courseware to meet

instructional needs," This is the level that most teachers are striving for today.

This would necessitate the preparation of teachers already in the field to use Ihis

technology, as well as improving upon existing preservice courses available at the

University level. A variety of pilot projects would he strongly recommended for trial

and evaluation throughout the school hllurd district.

One or the concerns for the "Proper programmingM or Computer

Assisted Instruction in education provided hy Hannaford, Alonso, and Eydie (1981),
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well worth reiterating here. is for teachers to be conscious of ~, ~, and~

they are using particular software programs. As this study pointed out, 100% of the

respondents believed it to be necessary that some person or persons caTry out the

analysis and evaluation of software to be used in education. According 10 Hannaford

et al. (1981), it should be determined, in a specific way rather than a general way the

"leaching/learning mode" of the software to be used, and the "behavioural objectives·

01 "instructional objectives" of each computer lesson. This author strongly

recommends the creation of a coordinator position(s) at each level within the

educational system from the school. school board. district. and provincial department

level of education for carrying out an ongoing study of Computer Assisted

Instruction. especially as it relates to :lnalyzing and evaluating education software.

Harper & Koh (1988) in their research, studied the factors affecting

secondary preservice teachers' computer knowledge. Their conclusions listed some

of the key objectives and contem of the preservice course for teachers. By the end

of the course the diploma in education student should be:

(I) Familiar with computerized teaching and learning materials - including
some experience using educational application software (e.g.• drill and
practice. tutorial. simulations, educational games. microworlds. etc.)
and documentation.

(2) Able to use the computer as a tool for teaching and learning (using
applicatinns such as word processing, spreadsheet analysis, and data
base managemcnl).

(3) Able to eValUtlle the appropriateness and effectiveness of educational
software in specific leaching/learning situations.

(4) Able to discuss moral, psychological, sociologicOlI issues of computing
in society (in general and in education).
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(5) Able to programme using the lOGO language and be aware of its
potentials in the classroom.

(Harper & Koh. 1988. p. 501)

The results of their study seem to imply that a reasonahle level of

computer education literacy can be obtained in a 30 hour course encompassing the

above components.

Based on the conclusions drawn from the results of their study, Harper

& Koh recommend that in this fast growing informati\lI; It:chnofogy age, schools

should be equipped with as much computer hardware and software as possible to

ensure that all our teachers and students become not only computer literate but also

to be able to utilize computers ;11 their daily work. Of course. the availability of

hardware and software do not guarantee that they will be used successfully. Quality

teacher training is imperative.

If an attempt at implementation of any computer education policy is

to be successful. stuff development must be slarted with all teachers and continucd

throughout the implementation effort until regUlar evaluations reveal that the goal

of computer literacy has been satisfactorily defined. developed, and achieved.

Otherwise, the expenditure rm hardware could have been better utilized elsewhere

since only a small percentage of the intended users will continue to make use of it

after the initial efforts have ceased.

Teacher concerns about microcomputers were examined in this study

and the results have raised several questions that could be dealt with in future

research. These questions are:
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Ate there significam differences between the concerns of grade school

leachers and high school teachers, and if so what are the probable

causes for these differences'? What is to be the response to these

differences'?

2. Are there significant differences between the concerns of regular and

special education teachers. and if so what are the probable causes of

these differences?

3. How extensive is the use of microcomputers for Computer Assisted

Instruction in the schools. and is there a relationship b~tween this use

and the use of other instructional pedagogy?

4. How do the concerns of teachers and their uses of computers in other

school districts rompare with those (ound in this study?

5. Will teacher concerns about microcomputers in this school board

change much more in the near future, and if so what factors influence

the resolution of old concerns and the arousal of the new concerns?

There are two central issues surrounding the use of computers in

education: the formulation of a comprehensive computer education policy, and the

formulation of a well-planned staff development program. These are a necessity for

the successful implementation of Computer Assisted Instruction in the schools.

The final question that guides this review of current recommendations

from the literature asks: What is the most appropriate approach or mode for the

presentation of the content which constitutes the inservice session?
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The inservice educator is an intervenor who emers into an ongoing

system of relationships. co.ming between or among persons or groups, for the purpose

of helping them. fn order to be helpful, the inservice educator must attempt to

eliminate any discrepancies which may exist between himself. the content. and his

clients and their system. It seems thnt many discrepancies are created by the mode

in which inservice content is presented. Malcolm Knowles (1981, in Grandy, pp. 15-

16) reminds us that the mode of presentation must be founded on the grounds thai

inservice sessions pre for IIdlll! learners. Knowles suggests a number of steps to

guide the development, organization. and administration of inservice programs.

These are as follows:

1. Climate. Malcolm Knowles referred 10 climate as those environmental
factors which either facilitate or disrupt adult learning. All kinds of
messages are constantly being communicated from the physical, human,
and organizational environments in which we live and work. Inservice
climates can vary considerahly from being warm, informal, and
stimulating to being stuffy, formal, and dull. The key issue for climate
setting lies in recognizing the value of persons involved in the learnillg
process. If adults are not recognized as self-directing and au!Onomous
persons and if they are not allowed to function as adults, the resulting
frustratit)n will most likely have a negative effect on learning.

Climate setting consists of the integmtion of three perspectives of the
learning environment: the physical, the human, and the orgnnizational.
The physical surroundings include lighting, ventilation, seating, and
other factors which contrihute to the comfort of participants. An
important concern related to the human perspective is 10 create as
comfortable a psychological environment as possible. Factors related
to the organizational climate might be organizational structure, policy,
budgets, elC.

2. Adults learn better if the content is made relevant 10 their past
experiences. Knowles suggested that the important implication for
adult education practice of the fact that learning is an internal process
is that those methods and techniques which involve the individual most
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deeply in self·directed inquiry will produce the greatest learning.
Wright (1980) makes a similar claim. He stated that teachers may
learn by doing. The implicit message appears to be that if teachers
have experienced a certain strategy or activity, then they will beller
comprehend that strategy and, in turn understand II"' ~ problems a child
faces when involved in a similar task, (Grandy, 1981, pp.15·16)

These are but several of the steps outlined by Knowles. Additional

steps include assessing interests and needs, mutual planning, formulating objectives,

designing and implementing learning activities. Each of these has a contribution for

planning and presenting inservice content.

In summary. it appears that content for inservice sessions must be

related to teacher concerns. These concerns have 10 be considered in light of the

idea or curriculum 10 be inserviced, Ihe organizational setting, and any other factors

which make up the teacher's reality. If teacher concerns are to constitute the content

for inservice education, then there is a need for a systematic method of selection.

Such a method is suggested by the Concerns-Based Adoption Model (C.B.AM.).

Finally. the principles of adult education must become the guiding lights for charting

the presentation of inservice content.

Additional research is needed in order to provide planners with

information to aid in the development of a comprehensive policy governing

computers in education. The investigation carried out in this study, and answers to

the questions posed in this section will hopefully provide some of this needed

information.
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APPENDIX A

THE QUESTIONNAIRE

SURVEY INSTRUMENT



lNSERVICE AND COMPUTER USE QUESTIONNAIRE

TO TEACHERS

Please confer with all other special education teachers within your

school in completing Ihis questionnaire.

2. In this qucstioMaire. inservice is inlended to mean the programs organized

for teacbers during the five 'professional days' allocated to each teacher.

However, some wuestions will refer to other types of inservice education.

3. Please r~tum this questionnaire by~ in the envelope provided by

February 10, since results need to be analyzed during tbe Spring semester for

writing OYer the Summer months.

4. All responses to this questionnaire will remain confidential; no peson or

school will be identified in any rcpo" of the results of this survey. lfyou wish

to tear off the code number on the questionnaire. you may do so before

returning it. 10 any case, the code number will only be used to check if :I

response bas been received. You may wisb your response to be strictly

anonymous.

You will note tbat the return envelope is addressed to the school board which

has agreed to :wh with the collecilon of these questionnaires.

Thank you for your cooperation.



PLEASE ANSWER THE FOt-LOWINC QUESTIONS WItH RECARO TO THE TYPE(S)
OF EXCEPTIONAL CHILORtIl THAt YOU TEACH.

PLACE A CHECl HA.!I.t tH THE APPROPRIATE BOX 0'

1. Do you have a spechl education procralll in youe
school? DO

yes no

2. Please ind!.cate the catesor!.es of except tonal
chlldt'tn that you teilch:

a) Physically handicapped D

b) Ceeebral Palsy CJ

c) Sevenly Hentally Handicapped 0

d) ~loderately !lent"lly Handicapped 0

e) Hi Idly Hentally Handicapped 0

£) ~::~~:~ ~~~~;~~O~~U~:~;~~~I;e;~~:\earner []

s) Work Experience D
h) Behavioural/Emotlonal Disorders []

1) Learninc Dho1.bltd 0
IC OTKER, pleas. specify _

3. Do you have cOlllputers in your school?

If YES. are they APPLE 0
COHMODORE 0
Other (please specHy)

o



Do you have access to the computet{s) in your
school!

The location of the computer(s) is:

GENERAL OfFICE

YOUR CLASSROOM

RESOURCE ROOM

COMPUTER STUDIES ROOM

LIBRARY

GUIDANCE ROOM

ROtATING AROUND

[f" OTHER, please specl.fy

o 0
yes no

o
o
o
o
o
o
[J

The number of computer(s) is:

o o o o o o o
5 ~ 7 8 -1 0

5. Please ratlJ your elperience with computers:

0 0 0 0 0
( low) 5 (h1gh)

Please your fami 1 Luity with software £0' the computer:

0 0 0 0 0
( low) (hiSh)



6. L.o you have any of the following 50ftwat"e programs
fot" yout:' computet:'?

S PEl.l..I ~G

LANGUAGE DEVEl.OPMENT

GRA~HAR

WORD RECOGNITION

READING COHPREHENSION

READING SPEED DEVELOPHENT

WORD PROCESSING

MATHEMATICS

GEOGRAPHY

ADHINISTRoHION

BUSINESS

If O
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

If OTHER, plellse specify _

]. Have you d.etet:'mined the 'beha.viout"al objectives'
of your softwat:'e pt:'ogra.ms?

l~ould. you make mot"e use of yout:' computer if
lIlore software pros rams were Inade avai lable
to you?

Would. y.:.u prefer to have made avai lable to you
a developed. curriculum and instructional pro
gram includ.ing d.isk:l, lesson plans, and.
ob j ec t i ve s? ----- ------------

o

o
YO'

o
y..

o
"'

o

o
'0



8. '10'" lIIuch tillle do your students spend :It present
Co_puter A' "isted Learninr; proara_,,?

0 0 0 0 0
less th.n 1 perlod 2 perlods ) periods than ,
l period po< we_k po< week pH week perl.ods
po< week

How much time could you allot to Computer Assisted l.earnl.n&
if tbe objectives, dl.sks, arid lessons were developed .:lrld
sequenced for you?

o o d o
1 period
per welk

2 peri"'ds /llore tban
per we.:k periods I

,. O. ,., ". <h, COlal'uter :lS: Yr.S '0., ·future diar;nostic tool? d 0

0' ·u15eful remedia l-teaching tool? 0 0

" ·studerlt progres' llIonitorlng tool? 0 0

10. Have ''" attended .cOlllputer workshop withi.n

., <h. past TWO ye.rs? 0 0

0' <h. past YEAR? 0 0

How lIlucb works bop time would you recommend be set aside
eacb year to share idaas and experience in usine softwolre
programs for teaching exceptiona 1 ch i ldren?

., half a day 0
0' one day 0
0' two days 0
e1) lIore than tWO days (PteilU specify)



a) Hath

b) Readins

10 (cont' Ij)

In what subject areas would you be most interes'.ed?

If YES

o
o
o

d) Other (Please specify) _

11. Have you !!!!. £.!.!!!! a presentation on the
of software programs for any particular
subject area?

If YES, please specify _

YES

o
NO

o

If NO. are you !S P.!.!!!!:!.l capable and interested
~~r~~~~~~ing a presentation at a future computer 0 0
(Specify sUbject area:) _

l2. ~ould you like to have regular visits from a
computer-education consultant to your unit
throughout the school year? o o

PLEASE USE THIS AREA FOR ANY GOERAL COI1I1ENTS tHAt YOU HIGHT
LIKE to HUE:

Thank you for tdking the time to complete this questionnaire
survey. 'four input ls extremely va LuablCl in providinc the in
formation necessary for shaplng the field of starf development.



APPENDIX B

ImRODUCroRY LETIER

&

LElTER TO PRINCIPAL5



SELVEOERE

BONAVENTURE AVENUE

ST. JOHN'S. NEWFOUNDLAND

A1C3Z4

HEMO TO:

SU8JECT:

Principals/Special Education tuchers

Re.~.rch on Hlcrocomput~rs

1981 01 13

Permission h.1S been granted for Hr. Don.ldeoilln. to conduct .. study
on availabi.lity and un of mIcrocomputer m.terl.ls in Special Education,

t am request!n! thlt the Special Education teachers prepare a response to
this questlon"aire and return it (o"e completed questionnaire hom e.cn
school>. to this offit.t. by february 19. Send completed questionnaire

'" Ms. DLa"a HcKinnon
R. C. School 80ard for St. John',
Belvedere
80naventure Ave., St, John's. Ale 3Z4

Ceraldine Roe
A.so.. iate Sup~rintende"t

Curriculum/Instruction

CR/afp



Graduate Studies Division
Oepanment of Curriculum &. Insuuction
Memorial Universiry of Newfoundl:lnd
January la, 1987

Special Education Teachers
R.C. School Board for St. John's
SI. John's, Newfoundland

Dear Colleague:

Please find enclosed a 'needs-assessmef1t questionnaire' dealing with the role :lnd use
of microcomputers in Special Education.
Your response to Ihis questionnaire would be of great assistance to me in my thesis
researcb.

The subject of my researcb will deal with the availability and use of microcomputers
and microcomputer materials in Special Education, and look at teachers' concerns
with regard to inservice education on the use of this technological innovation 
microcomputers· as it relates lO Computer Assisted Instruction.

I have enclosed for your perusal a copy of the t<rrA POUCY ON EDUCATION
Ai'lD MICRO-technology (Appendix D) 1983.

Thanking you in advance for your cooperation in this study, I remain:

Sincerely youn.

Donald C. Collins



Graduate Studies Division
Dept. of Omiculum &: Instruction
Memorial University of Newfoundland
November 9, 1989

Mrs. G. Roe
Associate Superintendem of Curriculum
R.c. School Board for St. John's

Dear Mrs. Roe:

By way of Ibis [etter, ( am requesting your pennission to readminister my
questionnaire which studies the role and usc ofmicrCX:QwPU',TS in sp;cial edYcation

(0 order 10 complete the requirementS for my thesis, my supervisory committee bas
requested that I carry out a comparative srudy on the data which I initially collected
in 1987. Please find enclosed a copy of the Questionnaire.

As previously directed, would you instruct the Special Education Teachers 10

complete OM. questionnaire per school, and 10 send the completed questionnaire to
the school board offi«?

I appreciate greatly your kind attention in this regard.

Thanking you in advance for your cooperation in this Study, J remain

Sincerely yours.

Donald C. Collins

'1



APPENDIX C

ASSUMPTIONS OF THE CONCERNS·BASED ADOPTION MODEL



Assumptions of the Cong:ms·Ba:;ed Adoption Model

The model as postulated is based on cenain underlying assumptions that set

the perspective from which change in schools and colleges is viewed.

In educational instirutions change is a process, not an event. Too often
policymakers, administrators, and even teachers assume that change is the
pivotal result of an administrative decision. legislative requirement, a new
curricular acquisition, or procecfural revision. They casually assume that a
teacher will put aside an old readinz lext and inunediately apply an
individualized program with great sophistication. Somehow the conviction
lingers that with the opening of school under the new program the teachers
will blend their talents into effective teams. As reflected in the CBAM the
reality is that change takes time and is achieved only in stages. (Hall &
Loucks, 19789, P 37-38)

2. The individual must be the primary target of interventions designed to
facilitate change in the classroom. Other approaches to Cha'.lge (e.g.,
Organizational Development) view the composite institutirJU as the
primary unit of intervention and place their emphasis upon improving
communication and other organizational norms and behaviors.
CDAM, however, emphasizes working with individual teachers and
administrators in relation to their roles in the innovation process.
("PAM rests on the conviction that institutions cannot change until the
.,Jdividuals within them change. (Hall & Loucks, 11978, p. 38)

3. Change is a highly personal experience. Staff developers, administrators. and
other change facilitators often attend closely to the trappings and technology
of the iMovation and ignore the percc?tions and feelings of the people
experiencing the change process. In CBAM, it is assumed not only that the
change process has a personal dimension to it, but that the personal
dimension is often of more critical imponance to the success or failure of the
cbange effon than is the technological dimension. Since change is brought
about by individuals, their personal satisfactions, frustrations, concerns,
motivation and perceptions generally all playa pan in determining the success
or failure of a change initiative. (Hall & Loucks, 1978, p. 38)

4. There are ideDlifiable stages and levels of the change proces.~ as experienced
by individuals. The change process in not an undifferentiate~ continuum.
There are identifiable stages thaI individuals move through in their
perceptions and feelings about the innovation, and identifiable skill levels that
individuals move through as they develop sophistication in using the
innovation, (Hall, 1978, p. 4)



S. Staff development can be best facilitated for the individual by use or a diem
centered diagnostic/prescriptive model. Too many in-selVice activities address
the needs of the trainers rather than those or the trainees. To deliver
relevant and supponive staff development, change facilitators need to
diagnose the location of their clients in the change process and to direct their
interventions toward resolution of those diagnosed needs. (Hall & Loucks.
1978, p, 38)

6. The staff developer or other change facilitators need to work in an adaplive.
yet systemic way. They net:d to stay in constant touch with the progress of
individual within the large context of the total organization that is supporting
the change. They must constantly be able to assess and reassess the state of
the change process and be able to adapt interventions to the latest diagnostic
information. At the same time the facilitator must be aware of the "ripple
effect" that change may have on other pam of the system. (Hall & Loucks.
1978, p, 38)

7. Full description of the innovation in operation is a key variable. All too
frequently it appears that innovation developers have not clearly or fully
developed operational definitioTLS of their innovations. Change facilitators and
teachers do not know what the innovation is supposed to look like when it is
implemented. Thus another key assumption for concems·based change is that
there must be a full description of what the innovation enlails when it is fully
in use. (Hall, 1978. p. 4

(White, 1988, pp. 138-139)
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CHARACTERISTICS OF mE

LEVELS OF USE OF TIlE INNOVATION



CharaetetistjSlj of the

Levels of (Jss of the Innovation

Levels of Use are distin~1 states that represent observably distinct types of

behaviour and patterns of innovation use as exhibited by individuals and groups.

These levels characterize a user's development in acquiring new skills and varying use

of the innovation.

AWARENESS

INFORMATIONAL

II PERSONAL

III MANAGEMENT

State in which the user has Iitlle or no
knowledge of the innovation, no
involvement with the innovation. and is
doing nOlhing toward becoining involved.

State in which the user has acquired or is
acquiring information about the
innovation and/or has explored or ;s
exploring its value orientation and its
demands upon the user and user system.

State in which the user is preparing for
first use of the innovation.

State in which the user focuses most effort
on the short-term, day-to-day use of the
innovation with little time for renection.
Changes in use arc made more to meet
user needs than client needs. The user is
primarily engaged in a stepwise attempt to
master the tasks required to use the
innovation, often resulting in disjointed
and superficial use.

Use of the innovation is stabilized. Few if
any changes arc being made in ongoing
usc. Uttle preparation or thought is being
given to improving innovation use or its
consequences.



APPENDIX E

CONCERNS STATEMENTS BY STAGE OF CONCERN



IV CONSEQUENCES

V COllABORAnON

VI REFOCUSING

State in which the user varies the usc of
the innovation to increase the impact on
clients within the imrnedia~·e sphere of
influence. Variations arc based on
knowledge of both short and long-term
consequences for clients.

State in whil:h user is combining own
effort to use the innovation with the
related activities of colleagues to achieve
a collective impact on clientS within their
common sphere of influence.

State in which the user reevaluales the
quality of use of the innovation. seeks
major modifications of or alternatives 10
present innovations to achieve impact on
clients, examines new developments in the
field. and explores new goals for self and
system.

(HaJl et al.. 1977)



CONCERNS STATEMENT

FOR A STAGES OF CONCERNS QUESTIONNAIRE (SoCQ)

SURVEY

Item
Number

26

27

47

26

27

48

42

26

27

47

42

Statement

Stage 0

I rate my experience with computers 1.

I rate my familiarity with software 1.

I have not attended a computer workshop
wilhin the pasI2 years.

Stage 1

r rale my experience with computers 2.

t rate my familiarity with software 2.

I have nOI attended a computer workshop
within the past year.

I spend less than 1 period per week on
C.AJ. programs.

Siage 2

I rate my experience with computers 3.

I rate my familiarity with software 3.

Yes, t have attended a computer workshop
within the past 2 years.

I spend 1 to 2 periods/week on CAl.
programs.

Question



26

27

39

48

42

26

27

39

40

56

49

50-53

54

Stage 3

I rate my experience with computers 4.

I rate my familiarity with soflWare 4.

No. I have not determined the behavioral
objectives of my software programs.

Yes, I have attended a computer work~hop
within the past year.

I spend more than 2 periods/week on c.A.1.
programs.

Stage 4

I rate my experience with computers 5.

I rate my familiarity with software 5.

Yes. [ have determined the 'behavioral
objectives' of my software programs.

Yes, I would make more use of my computer
if more software programs were available to me.

Yes, f would like to have regular visits
from a computer-education consullant [Q

my unit throughout the school year.

Stage 5

I would recommend 1/2 to t day of workshop
tinl~ per year on computers in education.

I would be interested in a workshop on
computer use in the subject "

Yes, I have given a presentatio!' on the
use of software programs.



49

55

Stage 6

Jwould recommend 2 or more days of
workshop time on computers in education.

Yes, I am interested in providing a
presentation at a future workshop.



APPENDIX F

CONVERSION CHART FOR CONVERTING

RAW SCORES TO PERCENTAGE SCORES

(From Hall et al. scoring manual)



Raw Score to percentile Conversion Chart

Five Item Percentiles fo,
Raw S.:ale Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage Stage

Score Total 0 1 2 3 • 5 6

0 10 5 5 2 I 1 I
I 23 12 12 5 I 2 2
2 29 16 14 7 I 3 3
3 J7 19 17 9 2 3 5

• .6 23 21 11 2 • 6
5 53 27 25 15 3 5 9
6 60 30 2a lB 7 7 II
7 66 34 31 23 • 9 14
a 72 77 35 27 5 10 17
9 77 .0 39 30 5 12 20

10 81 43 41 34 7 I' II
II 8' 45 45 39 8 16 26
12 86 48 .a 43 9 19 30
13 89 51 52 47 11 22 34
14 91 ~ ; 55 52 13 25 38
15 9J 5·, 57 56 16 28 42
16 9' 60 59 60 19 31 47
17 95 63 63 65 21 76 52
la ·96 66 67 69 24 40 57
19 97 69 70 J3 2J 44 60
20 98 72 72 77 30 48 65
21 99 75 76 ao 33 52 69
22 99 ao J8 83 3a 55 73
23 99 a4 ao 85 43 59 77
24 99 88 83 88 48 64 81
25 99 90 as 90 54 6a ..
26 99 91 a7 92 59 72 a7
27 99 93 a9 94 63 76 90
2a 99 95 91 95 66 80 92
29 99 96 92 97 Jl 84 94
30 99 97 94 97 76 8a 96
31 99 9a 95 98 a2 91 97
32 99 99 96 98 86 93 9a
33 99 99 96 99 90 95 99
34 99 99 97 99 92 97 99
35 99 99 99 99 96 99 99



APPENDIX G

CONCERNS STATEMENTS BY STAGE OF CONCERN

For An Attitude Survey· G. White 1985-86



hem
:"l'umher

12

21

23

30

14

15

26

35

CONCERNS STATEMENTS

FOR A SoCQ (STACiES OF CONCERNS QUESTIONNAIRE)

ATTITUDE SURVEY

Statement

Stage 0

I dOCl" even know what microcomputers are.

I am not concerned about microcomputers.

I am completely occupied wilh other things.

Although I don't know about microcomputers. [ am
concerned about things in the area.

At this time, r am not interested in [earning aboul
microcomputers.

Stage I

I have a very limited knowledge about microcomputers.

I would like to discuss the possibility of using
microcomputers.

I would like 10 know what resources are available
if we decide to adopt microcomputers.

I would like to know what the use of microcomputers
....ill require in the immediate future.

I would [ike to know how microcomputers are better
than what we have now.



13

17

28

33

16

25

34

11

Stage 2

I would like to know aboul the effects of reorganization
on my professional status.

I would like 10 know wbo wiU make tbe decisioru in Ihe
new system.

I would like 10 know how my teaching or administration
is supposed to change.

I would like to have more information on lime and
energy commitments required by microcomp'Hers.

I would like to know how my role will change when I am
using microcomputers.

Stage 3

I am concerned about not having enough lime to
organize myself each day.

I am concerned about conflicl between my interests and
my responsibilities.

I am concerned about my inability to manage all
microcomputers require.

I am concerned aboul the time spent working with
nonacademic problems related to microcomputers.

Coordination of tusb and people is talting toO much of
my time.

Stage 4

I am concerned about students' attitudes tOward
microcomputers.

I am concerned about how microcomputers affect
students.



19

24

32

10

18

27

29

20

22

31

I am concerned about evaluating my impact on students.

Iwould like to excite my students about their part in this
approach.

I would like to use feedback from student to change the
program.

Stage 5

I would like to help other faculty in their use of
microcomputers.

I would like to develop working relationships with both
our faculty and outside faculty using microcomputers.

I would like to familiarize other departments or person
with the progress of this new approach.

I would like to coordinate mv effort with others 10
maximize microcomputers' effe~

I would like 10 know what other faculty arc doing in this
area.

Slage 6

I now know of some other approaches that might work
bener.

I am concerned about revising my use of
microcomputers.

I would like 10 revise microcomputers' instructional
approach.

I would like 10 modify our use of microcomputers based
on the experiences of our sludems.

I would like to detennine how to supplement. enhance.
or replace microcomputers.
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